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ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT1) OF THE COMMISSION ON THE COMMUNITY'
ANTI-oUUPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY ACTIVITlES2)
I NTRODUCT ION
This report Is submitted to the European Parl.lament following its
Resolut Ion of 16 December 1981 on the Communi ty s ant I-dumping
activltles . and the more recent report of the European Parliament'
Committee on External Economic Relations on the anti-dumping policy of
the European Communi ty4) .
The report concentrates mainly on the COmmunity s actlvltl.es during
1992. but for the purpose of compar Ison , the number of anti-dumping and
anti-subsidy Investigations Initiated and concluded by the Community In
the years 1988 to 1992. together wi th a breakdown of the type of
measures taken. are swnmar I zed I n Tab I e 1 below.
For 1992, a concise commentary on each case opened, each provisional and
definitive measure taken . and each case terminated without measures. Is
given In sections 4 . 5. 6 and 7 respectively.
1 ) Previous reports were given In COM(83)519 flnal/2; COM(84)721 final;
COM(86)308 final; COM(87)178 final; COM(88)92 final; COM(89)106 final
COM(90)229 final; SEC(91)92 final; SEC(91)974 final and SEC(92)716
final.
2) In accordance wHh Council Regulat Ion (EEC) No 2423/88, OJ No L 209
. of 02.08. 1988, p. 1. and' Commission DecJslon No. 2424/88/ECSC, OJ No
l 209 of 02.08. 1988. p. 18.
3) OJ No C 11. 18.01. 1982, p. 37.
4) PE 141.178/fln of 30. 11.1990, rapporteur: Mr. Glls DE VRIES- 2 -
TABLE
Ant l-dumDlno and ant I-subsidY Invest loat Ions
durlno the Derlod 1 January 1988 to 31 December 1992
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Invest Igat Ions progress at
the beginning of the period
Investigat Ions Initiated
dur I ng the per lod
Invest Igat Ions progress
dur Ing the per lod 103
Investigations conc luded by:
Imposition def In I tlve
duty
acceptance price
undertaking
determlnat Ion dump I ng
determlnat ion
subsldlsat Ion
determinat Ion injury
other reasons
Total Invest Igatlons
conc I uded dur I ng the per lad
Invest Igat ions progress
the end the per lod
Provisional dut les Imposed
dur I ng the per lod--29--
New AD Investigations
120
100
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Invest. initiated Invest. in progress Invest. concluded
ftfteasunas inmposed
1988 1969 1990 1991 1992
Definit. Duty  Prov. Duty . Undertakings . No measures - 3 -
2. .  THE COMMUNITY' s ANTI-"DUMPING POLICY - LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND RATIONALE
1.1
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
THE GATT RULES
Anti-dumping action against Injurious dumping from third
countries Is an Instrument of the COmmunity' s Common COmmercial
Policy which Is expressly provided for in Art Icle 113 of the 
Treaty. Its Justification In ' International law Is. In Article 
ofpthe GATT. ,which condemns dumping where It causes material
injUry to the Industry In the Import ing country because I t stems
from a contrived rather than a true comparative advantage (see
sect Ion 2.2).
The GATT defines dumping as occurring where export prices are
below a "normal value calculated on the basis of:
the expor ter ' s home market prl ces, 
If the exporter s domestic sales are made at a loss In
substantial quantities over an extended period . his costs of
product Ion.
The GATT a.lso recognizes that the markets In the State trading
count r I es are not prof i t mot I va ted Like trade In marleet economy
countries and . consequently. It permits the "normal value" for
these countr les to be based, for example. on pr Ices In an
appropriate market economy third country or on competitive import
pr ices from other sources.
In addition. under the GATT anti-dumping rules, action may only
be taken against dumped Imports If these have caused. or are
threatening to cause, "material" Injury to the domestic Industry.
A material Injury finding normally requires that the domestic
Industry has. elther lost significant market share or Its prices
....-nave been,s I gnI f I cantJyforced down by the-Imports. . Moreover .
these effects must be demonstrated to have resul ted in lower
production. sales profits. productivity. etc. In addition, there
Is a requirement that any Injury caused by other factors. such as1.2
- 4 -
recession or Imports sold under normal conditions cannot be
attr Ibuted to the dumped imports.
COMMUNITY LEGISLATION
The Community s anti-dumping legislation. which Is based on and
In full conformity with GATT rules. spells out the criteria and
rules for taking effective action against dumping. A number of
these provisions also ensure that anti-dumping measures, when
they are taken. constitute the least possible Impediment to the
Community s Import trade. The most Important of these provisions.
wh I ch are not mandatory under the GATT and wh I ch are not app II ed,
or only partially applied. by other signatories. are
the lesser duty rule , under which the Community does not
automaticallY apply the full margin of dumping found. In each
case. care Is taken that the level of the measure Is the
minimum necessary to remove the Injury. The appl ication of
this rule has had a very significant overall effect on the
level of measures applied In the COmmunity. In the last 5
years. the average dumping margin established was
approximately 40% whereas the actual measures were Imposed,
on average. at half that rate.
the Community Interest test. under which the overall
nterests of the Commun I ty are taken I nto account before the
appllcatl~n of anti-dumping measures. For example, the short
term benefits of low prices for Industrial users and
consumers. are weighed against the Injurious effects of the
dumped lmports lnc.termsofthe Industrlal,and. soclal costs of-
the contraction or elimination of firms, sectors or whole
Industr les. Over the last five years th Is has become an
Increasingly Important aspect In the Implementation of the
Community s anti-dumping policy.
the .sunset- provision. under which the per lad of validity
of ant I-dumping measures Is Ilml ted to 5 years unless a
review Is carried out and It Is deemed necessary that they
cont Inue. Under this provision , 212 measures have been- 5 -
allowed to explre" automatically since 1985.
b) The application of Community legislation has also been changed to
, '..,..,ref.lect, the . "new market. economy status of-Hungary. Poland and
the former Czecholovakia (scheduled to become the Czech Republic
and the Slovak Republic from 1. 1993). This means that dumping
will now be established In relation to the domestic prices In.
these countr les and not under the mechanism reserved for state
traders explained In section 2. 1 above. The situation with
regard to these. countrles-Is.' also addressed - In section 12.301
this report.
Rat lona Ie
The reasons why the GATT considers InjurioUs dumping as unfair
are:
dumping requires that the exporting market be segregated and
that the Importing market be open. These substantially
different degrees of market access makes I nternat lona I trade
fundamentally different to trade within an Integrated market;
operat Ing from a segregated market can confer on exporters 
advantage which Is not due to higher efficiency and cannot be
matched by his competitors in the Importing country;
this provides the dumper with the opportunity to maximize
profits or minimize losses and can be highly Injurious for
the Importing country s Industry.
Dumplna In Intearated and Internat lonal markets.
Domest Ie trade within an Integrated market economy is governed by
the freedom of movement of goods. services. capital and people
which create a level playing field and give maximum Impact to the
role of market forces which compel firms to price in relation to
efficiency. Under 'such conditions, there-Is' only room for very
limited and short term price discrimination between different
parts of the market . by the operator (or a group of operators)- 6 -
because 'this would . Iead to Immedla,te.' arbitrage or retallatHm by
compel i tors.
An Integrated market is also a very host Ileenv. ronment for those
who attempt to gain by sustained selling below cost. There Is
little Incentive to carry out such a strategy, on any other than
a short term basis. given that competitors are .free to retal iate
with equally low prices. It would simply force-all prices down
with no offsetting gain in terms of increased market share. With
these " Inbullt" constraints on unfalr-prlclng. competition rules
can be .restricted to maintaining-the' level playing field. through
action . for example, against cartels or abuse of dominant
pos it Ion.
The International envlroment Is very different to the situation
prevail ing In Integrated markets. The rules applying to
international trade have so far not been able to ensure .equal
access to allor, at least , the most important markets. nor do
they cover Internat lona I competl tlon(5) Even between the main
players In world trade there are stili significant differences in
tariff rates. Non-tariff barriers are numerous, ranging from
outr ight quotas and so-called "voluntary restraint agreements" to
a multitude of measures impeding market access by foreign
competitors such as elaborate customs procedures. discriminatory
standards and other technical bar.r lers. dlscr imlnatory patent
regulations, non-enforced or biased anti-trust legislation.
exclusive Import groupings, closed-bidding practices. etc. As a
consequence large scale price discrimination between different
national markets Is possible and can become a strategy for
companies operating In foreign trade from a "closed" market.
The effects of dump I nQ
Position of the dumper and the exDortlna country.
Provided Its home market Is shielded against arbitrage or
re't'a'. j-a t lon and ""'a"'consequent pr I ce drop ~(wh'l-cn .wou I d. neu t r a II ze
(5) Competition rules were included In the so-called Havanna Charter
of 1945 but not implemented when GATT was concluded in 1948.- 7 -
---
$' dlscr Imlnat Ion) , dumping can hav$clear . advantages for the
Individual exporter. A profitable home market provides a platform
which may be used to operate In export markets at prices much
lower .than could ,have ,been possible wlthout"mar,ket .segregation.
The loW export prices generate further sales which In turn lower
the costs Of prodUction. an advantage which benefits both export
and home sa I eS. Under such cond I t Ions. dump I ng becomes an
economic behaviour of great efficiencY. the benefits of which do
not necessarily reflect a genuine competltlve,advantage to the
dumper.
Dumping can also be beneficial to dumpers. even in situations
where home market sales are made at a loss. As long as the latter
cover fixed costs, export sales can be priced as low as varl.able
cost. a strategy which permits production and employment to be
maintained In a recession or enables the aggressor to obtain
considerable advantages when going for economies of scaie, etc.
Annex S sets out an example of how market segregat ion enables
exporters to loss-mlnlmlze and profit maximize In these
circumstances.
The benefits of dumping for the expOrting count~y s economy are
that domestic Industries develop capacities which far exceed the
size of the national market. This allows high economic growth and
high production levels, even In periods of domestic or world-wide
recession. Furthermore. It facilitates strategic targeting of
key Industr lal sectors in Important markets. Th Is can resul t In a
high trade surplus and possibly dominant positions In the
Industrial sectors concerned. The advantages der Ived from dumping
can thus outweigh disadvantages stemming from protection of the
home market. In pai"ticularrelatlvely, high .consumer prices.
b)  Effects for the ImDort Ino country
A doIi1estlc Industry facing dumped Imports Is In a difficult
position. The normal reaction to the low prices of a competitor
woU'ld 'be' -to"set'I" on"the' 'latter s home market""'8"t~equally low
pr Ices. but this Is not always possible because of access
barriers. Instead , it has to reduce its domestic prices to the
level of the dumped Import prices or lose market share. Its- 8 -
PO$ltlon"becomes"theo.more difficult as the dumper may be .able to
sustain losses on its export buslne$s for long periods becau$e of
Its "guaranteed" home market profits. The resulting CO$t
:'d.ncreases and,lo$$es,.may'affect al$o the. lndust.r.y s._posl t Ion In
third markets. As a re$ult. It$ overall productivity and
investment strength Is weakened. In addition. -dumping creates
uncertainty for Investment. Even correct Investment planning may
be frustrated by le$S efficient competition with the result that
resources In the import Ing country are wasted.
Users and consumers are like I y to enjoY$hor t term benef Its from
dumped Imports through low prices. but the position may be less
favourab Ie in the longer term. Where domest Ic producers are
forced to lower product Ion or to cease I t a I together, compet I t ion
Is reduced. a sltuat Ion which, in the long run. is unlikely to
serve consumer  nterests.
The Impact of dumping on the Importing country ~s a whole Is the
reverse of the impact on the export Ing country. There may be an
Immediate advantage through the cheap Imports. but account has to
be taken of the total costs of dumping to the domestic economy.
e. lost capacities. lost Investments. the loss of technology
especially In promising or strategic sectors, .a shrinking
Indu$trlal base. and the social costs of unemployment and the
contract Ion or e I imlnat Ion of whole Industr les.
Different Dumping Strategies.
In a number of Instances. dumping Is not or not sufficiently
harmful to Justify defensive action. Short term dumping. e. g. for
the purpose of ensuring market entry. asa general rule may only
Involve limited damage to domestic producers and therefore
canst I tutes Insuff Iclent reason to warrant protect Ion. Even where
long-term dumping takes place. anti-dumping action Is Justified
only If and when It leads or threatens to lead to significant
Injury. e. g. In terms of market shares or through price under-
cutting or price depression. The GATT and Council Regulation
(EEC) No. 2423/88 consequently stipulate that anti-dumping action
is dependant upon the finding of material Injury caused by the
dumping to the domest Ie Industry of the Import ing country.- 9 -
There are three types of dumping which are particularly ,damaging:
state trade dumping from economies whose main aim may not be
cost eff I c I ency.. but to earn hard currency..at any pr ice. 
these cases the margins by which the prices of the Community
producers are undercut may be unusually .hlgh. Because the
exporters In quest Ion often dO not follow normal business
behaviour. this type of dumping Is unpredictable In view 
Its occurrence, volume. price and duration;
cycllcal" dumplng occurs .In Industr lessubject to periodic
excess supply and capacity In which there Is an incentive to
export during the period Of shrinking domestic demand to dump
the excess production at prices below full cost. thus
export Ing unemploYment. Cyclical dumping can be expected In
industries with high Investment and consequentiy high fixed
costs. like the steel or chemical Industry and has the effect
of exacerbating the difficulties facing an industrial sector
In the Importing country which is already affected by
economic recession;
strategic dumping .almed at achieving. through an aggressive
export strategy, a strong posi t ion on Important export
markets. The long-term character of such dumping usually
stems from the fact that the dumper operates from a home
market base where foreign competition Is weak or non-
existent. ThiS strategy has as Its main aim the expansion of
production to benefit from scale and learning economies for
products such as In the electronics sector.- 10 -
GENERAL- OVERV I EW - MEASURES I N FORCE
At the'end of 1992, ' the COmmuni ty had 158 measures in force. 108
of which were original measures and 50 of which were measures
maintained after a full review. Of these 158 measures, 114 were
In the form of duties and 44 In the form of undertakings, It Is.
of course, Important to bear In mind that these measures.
although substantial In relation to numbers of investigations,
only affect 0. 6% of-'total Imports .to. the. Communi ty.
Of a II the measures I n force 47. or 30% of the total . were
Imposed against the state trading countrles. (6) Including China
with 20 measures. The other countries most Involved were Japan
with 21 measures. S.Korea with 13 and Turkey with 10.
The picture changes. however. if measures are examined In
relation to trade value, which Is a more realistic measurement.
In th I s respect. the measures aga I nst Japan represented 70% of
he. total trade value affected by all measures.
It Is noteworthy that most of the Japanese products which are
subject to measures. approx Imately10 In number, can be
classified as strategic In terms of their high technology content
or their Importance to an economy. They are also prOducts where
the " learning curve" and economies of sale are crucial and these
factors make them particularly vulnerable to a dumping strategy.
These products In fact. won very considerable market shares In
the Community. while Imports Into Japan , from any source. were
pract I call y zero for each of the products. except DRAMs. where a
bilateral. agreement 'wlth the- Unlte"dStates led to some U. S. goods
being sold In Japan.
See tables 2 and 3 for a statistical overview of original
Investigations and reviews for the period 1981 to 1992.
(6) These figures only Include measures for the then CSSR . Hungary
and Poland when they were classified as state traders.T
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INiTIATIONS OF ANTI--DUUPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS
1 OVERVIEW
In the five-year per iod from 1988 to 1992 . 169 Invest igat Ions were
Initiated Involving imports from 40 countries. The countries most
Involved were the People s Republic of China with 28 Investigations.
S. Korea with 15 investigations and Japan and Turkey -with 14
Investigations each.
In 1992. 39 Investigations were Initiated involving imports from 22
countries. the People s Republ ic of China being by far the most
prominent with 8 Initiations. The high number of countries involved
Is due in part to the political changes in the former U. R. and
the former Yugoslavia. with each new Republic now being I isted as a
country In Its own right. The investigations initiated over the last
five years are broken down by country of export in Annex 
The Investigations Initiated In the years 1988 to 1992 are broken
down by product sector in Annex H.. This shows that. over the period.
the sectors most Involved were those of chemicals and electronics
with . in 1992, the largest number of Initiations again taking place
in the electronics sector.
2 INITIATIONS IN 1992
Electronic weiQhinQ scales from Sinmrnore and S. Korea
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 10 January 1992, with regard to Imports of certain
electronic welgh.lng scales originating in SI.ngapore. subsequent
to a complaint lodged by 9 EC manufacturers representing a major
proport Ion of Communi ty product Ion. Following a further comp lalnt
from the same producers. the invest Igat Ion was extended on 4
April 1992 to the Republic of Korea.- 14 -
~This,type-.of'weighing. scale concerned -is. simple three-function
electronic retai I scale used in small retai I shops as well as as
in supermarkets.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping on the
basis of a comparison between export prices to the Community and
the domest ic pr ices in Singapore and S.Korea.
With regard to Injury. it was claimed that.the market share of
Imports from Singapore -and . Korea had r.lsen..from. 5.6% In 1988 to
.. .
22%.' In 1991. The complaint also alleged price undercutting. price.,.
depression to ioss-maklng levels leading to a decline in
Community production and sales.
Unwrought manClanese from the People s Republic of China
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pub I ished on 21 January 1992. with regard to imports of unwrought
manganese containing more than 96% by weight of manganese,
originating in the People s Republic of China. The complaint. was
louged by the Chambre syndlcaie de 1' ~lectrometallurgie et de
electrochlmle In Paris on behalf of the sale Community
prcducer.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping on the
basis of a comparison between export prices to the Community and
domestic prices in the U. A.. which was claimed to be the most
appropr I ate ana logue country.
With regard to Injury. the share of the Community market held by
the Ch I nese product. was a II eged to have i ncreased15-fo I d . between'
1985 and 1990. when it reached 46%. Substantial price
undercutting and price depression were also alleged causing the
Community producer to lose market share. reduce his production
and make w9rkers redundant.- 15 -
Palnt brushes' from the PeoDle s ReDubllc.-of China
This Invest Igat Ion was resumed on 31 January 1992 following a
.~udgement -of...the "Court.of..-Just I ce (see 10th,.Annua LReport) .
Antimony trioxide from the P.R. China
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 21 March 1992. with regard. to' IlIIpor-ts .of refined
antimony trioxide originating In the People s Republic of China.
following a ' comp I a I nt lodged by the' European  Counc II of Chemical
Manufacturers ' Federations (CEFIC), which was acting on behalf of
a major proportion of Community production.
Refined antimony trioxide Is a white odourless powder obtained by
the oxidation of antimony metal, ores or concentrates. Its main
application Isas a flame retardant In plastics. polymers, rubber
and paints. It is also used In the production of polyester
fibres. as a smelting agent In glass and as an opaclfler In
ceramics.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping on the
basis of a cOlllparlson between export prices to the COmmunity and
domestic. prlces. ln the. Republic of Korea, . which was claimed to.
the most appropriate analogue country.
With regard to Injury. It was claimed that the market share of
the Chinese product had risen from 14. 3% In 1987 to almost 24% In
1991 and that. during the same period of time. the prices at
.whlch the Chinese product had been sold In the Community had
declined slgnlflcant.ly. sUbstantially undercutting the prices
charged by Community producers. This In turn was alleged to have
caused substant I a.1 decreases In prof I tand job losses despite a
significant Increase in Community consumption.- 16 -
. 4. 5 ;. portland cement from Romania. Tunisia and Turkey
The notice of Initiation of a regional anti-dumping proceeding
.was'pl.lbIIShed on 22.Aprll. 1992 . concernlng. lmports into Spain of
certain Portland cement originating In Romania, Tunisia and
Turkey. The complaint was lodged by OFICEMEN, the national
organlsat Ion of Spanish cement producers. represent Ing the
tota II ty of Spahl sh Por t I and cement product Ion.
On the basis of a .compar I son of domest Ie .prlces -Of the like
product In Turkey and Tunisia with the corresponding prices
charged for export to Spain. significant dumping margins were
alleged for each of the three countries concerned.
Market shares of Imports Into the CommunitY from the countries
cited allegedly rose from 3% in 1988 to 9. 4% In 1991. and their
prlees:l.lndercut the prices eharge.d by the Spanish producers by up 
to 21%. The latter were consequent Iy forced to suppress pr Ice
I ncreasesnecessary to meet I ncreases I n costs. and even to
reduce their prices. causing production to fall and operating
profits to decline.
Fluorsoar from the Peoole s Reoubllc Of China
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 25 April 1992. with regard to Imports of fll.lorspar
or Iglnat Ing In the People s Republic of China, following a
complaint lodged by Eurom~taux on behalf of the Co~unlty
prodl.lcers of f Il.Iorspar .- 17 -
rhecomplaint..contained evidence of significant- dumping on the
~asls of comparison between export prices In MoroccO, which was
claimed to be an appropriate analogue country.
With regard to Injury, It was claimed that the share of Community
market he.ld by the Chinese product had risen from 3% In 1988 to
15% In 1991. The complaint also alleged pr Iceundercutt Ing and
price depression which led to a significant decline in Community
product ion and sales.
Photo albums from the. People $ Republic of China
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 12 May 1992. with regard to Imports of photo album:)
originating In the People s Republ ic of China. following a
complaint lodged by the Committee of European Photo Albums
ManUfacturers (CEPAM) represent Ing a major proport Ion of
Commun I ty product ion.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping on the
basis of a comparison between export prices to the Community and
domestic prices In Japan . which was claimed to the be the most
appropriate analogue country.
With regard to Injury. the market shares of the Chinese product
were alleged to have risen from 1. 2% In 1988 to 15% in 1991. The
complaint further alleged substant lal undercutting. losses and a
fall In COmmunity production and sales.
Compact disc players from Ta Iwan. S I naaDore and Ma lays i a
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on June 12 1992. with regard to Imports of compact
disc players originating In Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia. The
proceeding was opened following a complaint lodged by the
Committee of Mechoptronlcs Producers and Connected Technologies
. (COMPACT) onbeha I f. of producers represent I ng a major proport Ion- 18 -
Of . the Commun I ty . ndustry.
The opening not ice under I Ined the importance which the Commission
ilUached . to .the ,question of the or i gin of, ,the. pc.oducts, and did
not exclude the posslbl I ity that Its conclusions on this point
could be useful In the framework of the review of the antl-
dump I ng measures aga I nst Japan and S. Korea. wh I ch was opened in
July 1991.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a .compar I son of. exportpr ices. .to the Commun I ty and a constructed
normal value for the three countries cited, as sales of the like
product In the countr les were alleged not to perm I t a proper
compar ison.
With regard to Injury. the combined share of the Community market
held by . Imports'from the three countries was alleged to.have
reached 22% In 1991 . whllst. that of the Community Industry was
claimed to have substantially decreased. Furthermore. the
development of these Imports was considerably In excess of the
Increase In consumpt Ion of compact disc players In the Community.
These Imports were alleged to have had a severe Impact .on the
profitability of the Community Industry through undercutting and
pr Ice .depr.ession ...compound I ng ,.the . njury a I ready .caused .by dUll)ped
Imports from Japan and South Korea.
Ferro-silicon from South Africa and the PeoDle s Rebubl ic of
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on "9 July 1992. with regard to. lmports 'of ferro-si I icon
originating In South Africa and the People s Republic of China.
The complaint was lodged by the Liaison Committee of Ferroalioy
Industries on behalf of Community producers representing a major
proportion of Community production.
The"""comp I al nt "conta.l.ned ...ev.i dence of Sign I.fi.cant...clump I ng based on
a comparison of export prices to the Community and domestic~ 19 -
prices In South-Africa. the latter belng. clalmed to be an
appropr late analogue country for China.
Wlth.-regard"to..lnjur. ,slgnlflcant Increases_.Jn-the-..share of the
Community market (from 1. 4% In 1988 to almost 7% In 1991) were
alleged for both South Africa and the P. R. China. the imports
being made at prices which undercut those charged by the
Community producers. thus further depressing the already low
. level of ferro-slt.lcon pr Ices on the Community-market.
Manaanesesteel wearcarts from South Africa
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 25 July 1992. with regard to the Imports into the
Community of manganese steel wearparts originating In South
Africa, subsequent to a complaint lodged by six Community
producers representing a major proportion of Community
product Ion.
The products concerned are parts of machinery which are liable to
be worn away by contact with the material they are processing.
They are manufactured by a foundry procesEi and moulded Into a
steel cast ing with a minimum content of 6% manganese.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a comparison between export prices to the Community and domestic
pr ices in South Afr Ica.
With regard to Injury, It was claimed that the market share of
Imports from South Afr Ica had risen from 19% In 1989 to 26% In
1991. Substantlal- price undercutting and~prlce-depresslon were
also alleged causing lost sales and market -losses for Community
producers. to the extent that doubts were expressed about them
cont Inulng In product Ion.- 20 -
Gum rosin from the PeoDle s ReDubl ic of China
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pubLished .on :1 ~Augus.t ..:1992. with regard .to -..Imports of. gum ros I n
originating In the People s Republic of China. following a
complaint lodged by the Assocla~ao dos Industr lals e Exportadores
de PrOdutos Reslnosos (AIEPR) represent Inga. major proport ion of
Community production.
The product concerned Is rosin obtained from fresh oleoresins and
Is.used In various sectors of the chemical IndUstry. notably for
the product ion of glue for paper. paints and varnishes.
reslnolds. base gum for chewing gum and units of rosin.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a comparison of export prices to the COmmunity and domestic
3rlces.ln Brazil , which was claimed. to be an appropriate analogue
country.
With regard to Injury, It was alleged that the Chinese Imports
had Increased their market share from 42% In 1988 to 60% In 1991
at prices which had undercut those charged by the Community
producers by up to 25%, and had forced the latter to artificially
depress their prices. It was alleged that the Community industry
had suffered a decline In production, sales and capacity
uti Iisation . a large reduction In employment and considerable
financial losses, leading to a number o.f closures In recent
years.
12  Low carbon ferrochrome from Kazakhstan. .Russla . and Ukraine
The notice of Intlation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 1 August 1992, with r.egard to Imports of low-carbon
ferrochrome or Iglnat Ing in Kazakhstan. Russia and the Ukraine.
These Investigations, the first involving Republ ics of the forme.
SOy I et Un I on as Independent ent it i es, were opened fo II ow i ng - 21 -
complaint by~the,Liaison Committee of Ferroalloy .Industrl.es on
beha I f of a major proport ion of Commun i ty producers.
;rJ\e..~.c::omp.lalnt. contalned;. evldence of slgnHlcant _dumping based on
a comparison between export prices to the Community and the costs
of production In South Africa. which was claimed to be an
appropriate analogue country.
The complaint alleged that the exporters had managed to Increase
their share of the Community market from 8.9% In 1988 to 19% In
1991 , thanks to dumped imports. a't pr Ices  wh Ich were consistent Iy
and considerably depressed. These prices allegedly undercut those
of the Community producers by 26% to 50%. forcing the latter to
align their prices downwards and to sustain considerable
financial losses.
Ethanolamlnes from the U.
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
publlshed on 8 Augus~ 1992. with 'regard to Imports Into .the
Community of certain ethanolamlnes originating In the U.
This proceeding was opened following a complaint lodged by the
European Counci I of Chemical Manufacturers Federations (CEFIC).
act ing. onbehalf. of ..all;.Communl ty production of ethanolamlnes.
There ex 1st three main types of the product in quest Ion. all of
wh i ch are produced by the react Ion of ethy lene ox I de and aqueous
ammon I a. The three types have over I app I ng end uses. ma I nl y as
surfactants (In detergents formulat Ions. personal car.e products.
all-purpose cleaners, wax formulations and water less hand
cleaners). gas purification. metals and textiles. Ethanolamine Is
also used as feed-stock for the production 'of~ethylene-dlamlnes.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a compar i son between export pr ices to the Commun I ty and domest I c
prices In . the United states.~ 22 -
~Wlth.regardto..lnjury... It was claimed that. the market share of
Imports had rl$en from 31% in 1988 to 40% In 1991. Price
undercutting and price depression were also alleged and this had
l.ed.to- r.educed-,prof.i ts .and , losses. to Commun.kt,)'__producer s. wh I ch
reduced product ion de$p I te Increased demand.
I sobutano I from Russi a
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 18 September 1992, with regard to Imports Into the
communi ty. of I sobutano I or Iglnat ing in the Russlan Federat Ion.
The complaint was lodged by the European Council of Chemical
Manufacturer s Federat Ions (CEF IC). act Ing on beha I f of a major
proport Ion of the Commun I ty production.
Isobutanol Is used, inter alia. In the paint and solvent
Indu$trles.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a compar i$on of export pr ices to the Commun I ty and domest ic
prices In Brazil . which was claimed to be an appropriate analogue
country.
The complalntal$oalleged that the ma.rket share of Russian
Isobutanol had Increased from 13. 9% in 1988 to 24.8% In 1991.
This led to a drop In Community production. sales and production
capaci ty, apparent I y cau$1 ng some producers to record I O$ses.
15  Mlcrodlsks from Hona KonQ and the Reoubllc of Korea
The notice of .initiatlon of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 18 September 1992. covering imports into the
Community of certain magnetic disks (3. 5" microdisks) originating
In Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea. following a complaint
lodged by the Committee of the European Diskette Manufacturers,
act Ing on beha I f of a major proport Ion of Commun i ty product ion.- 23-
.lhe~complaint~contai.ned evidence of -signl.flcant. dumping based on
acompar i son of export pr I ces to the Commun I ty and the est imated
costs of production. plus an amount for profit . in the respective
"export ing countr ies.
With regard to Injury. the complaint alleged that the Imports of
mlcrodisks from the countries cited had Increased their share of
the Community market from 4. 3%, ln 1988. to 14. 2% . in 1991. Over the
same per I od. the pr I ces of the I mpor ted product apparent I y
underwent a rapid decline of about 50%. substantially
undercutting the prices of. the COmmunity producers;- whoallegedly-
suffered pr ice erosion . reduced prof Its and In some cases. even
f I nanc I a I I osses .
It should be noted that the Commission is simultaneously carrying
out an ant I-dump ing invest igat ion into imports of the same
product originating In Japan. Taiwan and the People s Republic of.
China. (see 10th Annual Report . Annex A.
16  Ammonium nitrate from Belarus. Georala. Lithuania. Russia.
Turkmenistan. Ukraine and Uzbekistan
The notice of Initiation of a regional anti-dumping proceeding
was published on 24.November 1992. with regard to Imports Into
the United Kingdom of ammonium nitrate originating In the above-
mentioned Republics of the former Soviet Union. The complaint was
lodged by the U.K. producers of the product In Quest Ion.
The complaint contained evidence Of significant dumping on the
basis of a comparison with export prices to the Community and
domest Ic pr I ces I n Canada, wh I ch was c I a Imed to be an approprJ ate
ana logue country.
With regard to Injury, the complaint claimed that the market
share of imports had risen from 1.3% In 1990 to 19. 1% in the
first half of 1992. It was also alleged that heavy price
undercutting had .resulted . In a slzeable- loss-::()f-:-market~ 24 -
hare;"decreases. ln.,capacity and capacity.uti iization , huge
I ncreases I n stocks, reduced prof I ts and redundanc I es.
Co.lour te I ev I.s Ion r.ece I Vers from Ma I avs I a. the .. eop Ie s Repub II c
of China. the Republ ic of Korea. Singapore. Thai land and Turkey
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 25 November 1992 , with regard to.the imports Into
the Community of colour television receivers originating In 
exported from the countries listed above. It was decided to .defer
the Initiation of anti-dumping proceedings against Japan and Hong
Kong. countries which were cited In the complaint lodged by the
COmmunity producers ' federation SCAN. until questions of origin
and level of Imports were clarified.
In view of the anti-dumping measures currently in force on sma I 1-
screen colour television receivers originating In the Republ ic of
Korea. Hong Kong and the People s Republ Ic of China, the scope of
the proceeding concerning these countries was I Imited to colour
televisions w.lth a diagonal measurement of the screen.exceeding
42cm.
The comp I a Int conta i ned ev I denc.e of sign I f I cant dump i ng based on
a compari son of export pr I ces to the Commun i ty and domest I c
prices In the countries cited. The complaint also contained
evidence of constructed normal values based .on the costs of
production In Singapore.
With regard to Injury, the complaint alleged that the market
share of the six countr les concerned had increased from 10% In
1988 to 22% In 1991. and that this Increase .In. market share was
accompanied by substantial price undercutting. The consequent
price depression had apparently significantly eroded the
prOf I tab III ty of the Commun I ty producers. and had led cer ta in of
them Into a loss-making situat ion In 1991.- 25 -
Haematiteola iron from Brazil and Poland
The not ice of ini t lat ion of an ant i-dumping proceeding was
pub I-I shed ,on. 9. December. 1992. concerning .the~.imports-.of. haemat ite
pig IrOn originating In Brazil and Poland. These investigations
were opened fo I lowing a request by EUROFONTES  on  beha I f of a
major proportion of COmmunity producers. and form an extension to
an Initial Investlgation. publlshed .in..September...1991 with regard 
-.,
to the former Soviet Union.
The complaint contained evidence of dumping based on a compar I$on
of export prices to the Community and domestic prices In Brazil
and constructed normal values for Poland.
With regard to injury. it was aJleged that Brazilian imports Into
the Community had increased their market share from 22% In 1990
to 43% In 1992. wh i I st the Pol ish market share had risen from 3%
to 10% over the same per iod of time. The pr ices of these Imports,
it was claimed , undercut those of the Community producers by up
to 38%. forcing the latter to lower their prices in spite of
significant Increases In costs., and to curb their production.
reduce their work force or introduce short-time working, in the
face of a considerable loss of profitabi I ity.I
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PROVISIONAL MEASURES
1 OVERVIEW
Provisional measures may be taken where the preliminary examlnat Ion
$how$ that dumping or a sub$ldY exists, that there Is sufficient
evidence of Injury caused therebY, and that the ,Interests of the
Community call .for lntervent Ion. Provi$lonal dut.le$ have a norrnal
period of val idlty of four months. which may under certain
circumstances be extended for a further period of two months.
Table 1 above shows that 18 provisional duties were irnposed In 1992
compared to 19 In 1991 and 23 in 1990. The provisional measures
imposed cover a wide range of product types and or Ig ins, and reflect
of course. the range covered by the opening of invest igat Ions.
Details .of .the. provlsional duties imposed in 1992 are given in Annex
, whilst the following sect Ion of this report gives a summary of
each case where provisional dut les were imposed dur Ing 1992.
CASES
Car radios from the Reoubllc of Korea
On 11th February 1992 . provisional anti-dumping duties were
Impo$edon I.mports Into the COmmuni ty of car radios or Iglnat Ing
in the Republic of Korea. The investigation was initiated on 8
May 1990. following a complaint lodged by the Associat ion for
Lega I Auto-Rad 10 Measures (ALARM).
Dumo I no
Dumping margins of between 0. 25% and 33.95 were establ Jshed for
the nineteen Korean exporters which cooperated In the
Invest Igat Ion. For non-cooperators the dumping margin was based
on .avallable evidence. at 38. 3%, a level considered to be both
"""-approprlate;and"representatlve given the extent.' of' non-
cooperat ion.- 27 -
. Norma I va I ues-were. constructed on the bas  sofactua I
manufacturing costs in S.Korea. plus an amount for sell lng,
general and administrative costs and for profit; these were
adjusted. to take account of differences In.categories of
customers between domest i c and expor t sa I es.
Expor t pr ices were based on actua I pr ices to Independent
importers or. In cases where .sales were ,made via related
IIIIPorters. on the basis of prices charged by these related firms
when sold to Independent buyers. adjusted to c. f. Community
frontier level by deduct Ing ,the costs of the importer and an
amount for prof It.
In order to make a fair comparison between normal values and
export prices. allowances were made for all factors affecting
pr ice comparab III ty. cond I t Ions of sa Ie. transport. warrant les,
etc. With regard to cred It, terms. a Ilowance was. restr I cted to the
length of the credit period agreed at the time of .sale as that
was the per lod that was used In determining the pr ice charged.
Inlury
With regard to Injury. the provisional findings of the Commission
revealed. that. the market share of the Community Industry had
decreased from 36.7% in 1985 to 22. 2% during the reference
period. This was despite the fact that consumption of car radios
on the Community market Increased by roughly 60% during that
time. Prices had fallen by 20% or more. a reduction which could
not be explained solely by normal competitive conditions. such as
increased product ion volumes and Improved manufactur ing
techniques. This 'price erosion. accompanied,by a. serious
deterioration of profits, resulted from the massive dumped
Imports of Korean car radios sold at low prices in the Community.
VI I th regard to other factors a II eged to have caused Injury. the
Korean exporters failed to produce any evidence to support their
. allegations of dumping as regards Imports orlglnatlng In the
other th I rd countr les. I twas. furthermore. not apparent that the
said Imports could have had an impact on the Community industry
comparable to that of the Imports from Korea.- 28 -
COmmunity Interest
With regard to Community Interest . it was considered that the
. Imposition .of duties could affect prices In the short term. but
that the Impact should be fairly limited In view of the large
number of other suppliers on the CoIIImunlty market. .Furthermore.
It was clear that unless measures were taken. the situation of
the Community Industry would Inevltably.deter-Ior-ate. Moreover. It.
was In the Interests both of the Community Industry and consUlllers
that fa I r compet I t Ion be restored to the communi ty market.
Measures
As the level of Injury caused by the dumping was, In all cases,
greater than the dumping margins found, the duty was al igned on
. those dumping margins for Individual cooperating firms. and at a
level of 38. 3% for the remainder.
$emi-flnlshed Droducts of alloy steel from Turkey and Brazil
On 9 April 1992, provisional anti-dumping duties were Imposed on
Imports Into .the. communlty of semi-finished products of. alloy
steel. These Investigations were Initiated  on  14 June 1990
followlng aq:omplalnt lodged, by.the, European Confederation of
Iron and Steel Industries (EUROFER).
DumD I no
A dumping margin of 33.7% was established for the sole Turkish
producer and at rates ranging from 1.7% to 37. 9% for the
Braz Illan. exporter.
Domestic sales prices in Turkey were chosen for. the determination
of normal value. calculated on a monthly basis in order to
eliminate the effects of the 70% per annum Inflation rate
prevailing In Turkey during the investigation period. In the case
....d'f"t'2fI1- "'fouP"8raz1'1i. an:~producers, norma I , va lue-..t1ad;to"be
constructed because substantial sales had been made at a loss 
because of a iack of represent at Ive sales on the domest Ie market.- 29 -
These-normal values"were constructed onthe.basls.of actual
manufactur I ng costs p I us an amount for se III ng. genera I and
administrative costs and for profit.
Expor t pr I ces were based on actua I pr ices to Independent
Importers In the country.
In order to make a fair comparison between.the' normal values and-
export prices. allowance was made for all factors affecting price
comparability. I.e. conditions Of sales, Import charges Indirect
taxes. etc.
Inlurv
With regard to Injury. the Investigation showed that the combined
market share of Imports from the two countrl.es cited Increased
from 1.3% In 1985 to 8. 7% during the-Investigation periOd.
Moreover. Import pr Ices were found to have undercut those charged
by the Commun I ty producers by UP to 26%. commun I ty producers
suffered a loss of market share from 84% to 71% dur Ing the same
period. Because of this pressure on prices. Community producers
had difficulty In generating satisfactory returns. sometimes
Insufficient eVen to cover the rises In wage and raw material
costs.
With regard to causation. It was established that the Injury to
the Community Industry coincided with the rapid Increase of the
dumped Imports. With respect to other factors which may have
caused Injury It was found that. within the restructuring process
taking place In the Industry, a certain shift of share between
. Community producers had taken,place but this was .consldered to
have had less effect than the dumped Imports.
Commun I t v Interest
With regard. to Community Interest. it was found that It was
clear Iy In .the."lnterest .of -the COmmun I ty that ~theproduct Ion of
these highly-specialized alloy steels. with their widespread
ramifications In other essential sectors of the manufacturing
Industry. should continue under healthy conditions. It was also- 30 -
cons I dered he~essaryto have secur i ty of ' suppll.es 'for these bas i c
products to preserve the I ndust ry' s cost st ructure for the more
specialized grades.
Measures
The Commission Irnposed duties at the level of the lower of the
price undercutting margin or the dumping margin in order to
el irnlnate price undercutting where possible. These provisional
duties were 16% for Turkey and ranged'from 1. 75% to 15% in the
case of Brazil.
Silicon metal from Brazi 
On 10 April 1992 . a provisional anti-dumping duty was Imposed on
imports of silicon metal originating In Brazil. The investigation
had been Initiated on 27 November- 1990. subsequent to a complaint
lodged by the Liaison Committee of Ferroalloy Industries.
DumD I no
Dumping margins ranging from 18. 55% to 67. 16% were established
for the Brazilian exporters.
Norma I Va I ues were estab Ii shed on the bas i s of actua I pr Ices in
Braz II or . were those were made at a loss. on the bas  sof
constructed value which was calculated by reference to actual
manufacturing costs, pius an amount for selling, general and
administrative costs and for profit.
Export prlces. werebased on.actual prices to 'Independent
Importers in the Community. or in cases where sales were made via
related Importers. on the basis of prices charged by the related
firms when sold to Independent buyers, adjusted to a c.
Communi ty front ler level by deduct Ing the costs of the Importers
and an amount for profl t..
InjUry
The share of the Community market captured by Brazilian Imports- 31 -
."'leapt" 'from. 3% -In.1986-to 15% In 1990. whHst,the.market share of
Community producers fell by a similar amount. Moreover . Brazilian
prices fell by 33. 2% over the same period and caused the prices
:.:charged. by -the.COmmunlty,producers to steadkty..decLlne, affecting
prOduction. production capacity. sales. market share, financial
resul ts and emp loyment.
commun I t y Interest
With regard to-Community--Interest. -Itwasfelt..that. contlnued
-damage to the Industry would resul t Insubstant lal reduct Ion In
the capacity of Community pr.oducers. with a consequent Impact on
competition and employment. As far as the Importers were
concerned I t was stressed that the measures Imposed were not
lileely to exclude the Brazil ian exporters from the community
market. It was considered that. the measures may affect prices to
consumers of the product but the maintenance of a Community
preSence In .th-Is sector was 'consldered necessary to maintain
effective competition in the longer term.
Measures
As the injury caused by the dumped Imports exceeded the dumping
margins. -'the--level' of' measureS'- werecalculated in relatlon-to..the-
latter. provisional anti-dumping duties were Imposed at a level
of 42.1%. with Indlvldual.dutles.of -between 18. 5% and 40. 1% being
calculated for certain cooperating companies.
Potassium chloride from Belarus. Russia and the Ukraine
On 28 Aprll'1992;- provlslonal 'anti-dumplngduty~'was imposed on.
Imports into the Community of potassium chloride (potash)
originating In the Republics of Belarus. -Russia and the Ukraine.
The Investigation had been Initiated against the former Soviet
Union as one entity on 31 October 1990. subsequent to a complaint
from the European Potash Producers ' Assoclat ion (EPPA).- 32 -
Dumclna
A dump Ing margin of 35% was established for the three countr ies
concerned.
Normal values were based on domestlc.prlces-.ln.Canada. which was-
cons I dered an approprl ate ana logue count ry .
As the export sal.es under consideration were made via related
Importers, the export. pr Ices were -established 'onthe basis of
prices charged by these related firms when sold to the
Independent buyers. adjusted to a c.Lt. COmmunity frontier level
by deduct I ng the costs of the Importers and an amount for prof it.
Exports made via unofficial sources were disregarded because of
lack of cooperat Ion.
In order to make a. falr comparison between the normal values and
export prices, allowance was made for all factors affecting price.
comparability.
InJurv
With regard to injury, It was found that the imports had
Increased their market share from 5% to almost 11% from 1986 to
1990 against a background of stable consumption. The Community
Industry was forced to cut Its prices which were, however. stili
undercut by the Imported product. The COmmunity Industry also
Incurred heavy financial losses. and employment declined by 14%
or 2. 400 Jobs. between 1986 and 1990. The Communi ty found that
the Increasing losses suffered by the Community Industry
coincided with the rise in . Imports of cheap- potash from these
countries.
Communi tv Interest
With regard to Community Interest. It was considered that
me-asures ~were-ne-cessa.ry-to"preserve a -Commun+t.y-pr-esence In t his
sector and to avoid the costs of exit In this Industry.- 33 -
--In "any"event '.lt' was,,'felt that the form. of. rthe..measure, a minimum
price. would permit the countries to remain on the Community
market.
Measures
The level. of Injury found exceeded the dumplngmarg In and.
therefore. the measures were calculated,ln relation to the
latter. The provIsional duty Imposed took the form of a variable
duty based on a minimum price, which.wasset at. ECU 62/tonnefor
the standard grade and ECU 67/tonne for the granu I ated grade of
potash with a potassiUm content of 40% or less. whilst for potash
with a potassium content exceeding 40% but less than 62%. the
minimum pr Ice was set at ECU 92/tonne for the standard grade and
ECU 103/tonne for the granulated grade.
Electrolvt Ic caDacltors fro," JaDan
On 4 June 1992 . provisional ant I-dumping dut les were Imposed on
Imports Into the Community of large aluminium electrolytic
capacitors originating In Japan. The Investigation had been
Initiated on 11 April 1991.. subsequent toa complaint lodged by
the Federation for Appropriate Remedial Anti-Dumping (FARAD).
DumD I na
Dumping margins of between 14. 1% to 43. 1% were estab I ished for
the four exporters which cooperated In the invest igat ion. For the
non-cooperators. the margin was established In relat ion to
available evidence at a rate of 75%. a leve.1 considered both
representa t I ve . and . appropr I ate 'g I ven .,the . extent -of non-
cooperat Ion.
Due to the low level of sales made on the Japanese marleet . normal
values were establ ished on the basis of actual manufacturing
costs. plus an amount for selling, general and administrative
costs and for prof It.
Export pr I ces were based on actua I pr ices to independent
importers or, in cases where sales were made via related- 34 -
impor.ters. .on thebasis",Of prices charged-by. the.related firms
when sold to Independent buyers. adjusted to a c. Lt. Community
frontier level by deducting the costs of the Importer and an
amount for prof It.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the- normal values
, and export. pr Ices. allowance was made for all-;7factors affect log
price comparabi Iity. Certain claims which. were -not wholly related
to direct selling activities were disallowed.
Inlury
WI th regard to Injury. it was found that Japanese imports
increased their market share from 27. 70% in 1988 to 38.5% In
1990. whilst the share of Community producers fell from 52.9% to
39. 9% dur Ing the same per lod. The pr Ices of the dumped Imports
were substantially lower than those of the COmmunity pr.oducers..
showing pr Ice undercutting marg ins of between 33.7% and 62.7%.
In this respect . the COmmission noted that the Japanese exporters
had consistently sold below their cost of production in the
Community market whi 1st enjoying high profits on their domestic
market. The injury to the Community Industry was mainly In the
form of loss of profl tab II ity and market share.
Commun I tv Interest
With regard to Community interest. It was considered that
measures could affect pr Ices In the short term but that such
effects would have I ittle or no Impact on consumers of the
fin ished products.. Moreover. th i s product was cons I dered
strategic In terms of Its hlgh-technology-aspects .and a Community
presence In th Is sector was deemed Important.
Measures
It was established that the injury In all cases exceeded the
dumping"margins .1md..~-therefore. the level -of...,.dl!-t les.was
calculated In relation to the latter. The COmmission consequently
Imposed a provisional anti-dumping duty of 75%. with Individual
rates vary Ing between 14. 1% and 43. 1%.- 35 -
2;6 Ferro-sH Icon-from-Poland and Eoyot
On 3 July 1992 , provisional anti-dumping duties were imposed on
Imports into the Community of ferro-si I Icon originating In Poland
and Egypt. These Invest igat Ions had been Inl t lated in May 1991
following a complaint lodged by the Liaison committee of Ferro-
alloy Industries.
Dump I no
. -
The dumping margins established for Egypt and Poland were 61.
and 43.9% respect i vel y .
Due to the fact that domestic sales in Egypt were negligible.
normal value was based on constructed value I. e. the costs of
manufacture plus an amount for sell Ing. general and
administrative costs and for .proflt. For. Poland. . normal values
were established on the basis of constructed value In Norway.
which was considered an appropriate analogue country.
Export pr Ices. were based on the actua I pr ices charged to
Independent importers in the Community.
In.order. to..ensurea. falr-compar Ison. between normal value and
export prices, allowance was made for factors affecting price
comparab I Ii ty.
Inlury
.Wlth regard to injury. the combined market shares of Imports from
these two countr les. were found to have .Increased.from 1.4% In
1989 to 7. 2% in 1991 . whi Ie the share of: Community producers fell
from 36% to 26% dur i ng the same per iod. Moreover. thepr I ces of
these Imports undercut the already depressed pr Ices of the
Community producers by up to 12%. Indeed . Comrnunity producers
were forced to sell their product in the Community at prices
--whi-ch 'in'most.cases. d-oot..cover the i r '.prOdli"Ct+on-costs.
entailing substant ial flnanclal losses.- 36 -
Community Interest
The Investigation concluded that It was In the Community
-..
Interest to-restoreAalr competition , as the-Community could not
be ieft to depend wholly on non-Community suppliers of ferro-
s II icon. I nany event. the impact of increased ferro-silicon
. pr Ices would have .avery. limited effect. In. the ..steel-mak ing
sector.
Measures
For both countries. the level of injury was less than the dumping
found and. therefore. measures were calculated In relat Ion to the
former. A proVisional anti-dumping duty of 32% was Imposed on
Imports of ferro-silicon from Poland and Egypt.
The so I e cooperat i ng Egypt i an producer offered an .undertak i ng.
wh I ch was accepted by the Comm I ss ion . and was therefore exempted
from the duty.
Synthetic fibres of polyester from India and the Repubi Ic of
Korea
Onq16. July.1992 . provisional 'anti-dumping duties were imposed on.
Imports into the Community of synthetic fibres of polyester
or Iglnat ing In India and the Republ ic of Korea. The
Investigations were opened on 21 November 1990. subsequent to a
complaint lodged by the International Rayon and Synthetic Fibres
Cemml Uee (CIRFS).
Dump I na
With regard to dumping. margins were found for India UP to a
level of 15. 9% while. for S.Korea. no dumping was found for one
prOducer and rates ranging from 1. 68% and 9. 02% were established
for the rema tnder.
Normal values were established of the basis of domestic prices
. where sales were made In Insufficient quantities. on the
basis of constructed value. I. e. the actual costs of manufacture.- 37 -
plus""an amount for.se.lling. general and,administrative costs and
for prof It.
Expor.t.prlces. were based on the actual prlces.charged to
Independent importers In the Community.
In order to.ensure. a fair. comparison between.nor:rnal value and.
export prices. allowance was made for all factors affecting \:)rlce
comparability. Including differences in physical characteristics,
selling expenses and. lmport .charges. thol1gh.several claims for
the latter were rejected on grounds of Insufficient evidence.
Injury
With regard to InjUry. the combined market share of these imports
Increased 'from 1. 1% In 1988 to 6. 2% In 1991 , whilst their prices
undercut those charged by the Commun I ty producers by between 10%
and 29%. Though consumption. COmmunity production and market
share remained relat Ivery stable. the invest igat Ion found that
there WaS a nega t I ve return on sa I es of the Commun I ty I ndust ry
from 1988 onwards. In 1990. none of the Community producers
reached reasonab I e prof I tab 1 I I ty, and severa I of t hem I ncur red
severe losses. Over the same period, the Community industry cut
Its workforce by 5%, cut Its Investments and closed two plants.
It was found. furthermore, that the rapid penetration of the
Indian and-Korean impor,ts was obtained at the expense of imports
already subject to anti-dumping measures, and had the effect of
impeding the Improvement of the Community industry.
Community Interest
As far as Community interest was concerned
, .
though the Commission
recognized that the imposition of duties could affect the
relative competitiveness of the exporters, It also held that the
removal of .unfalr advantages gained by dumping was designed to
prevent the decline of the Community industry and to maintain the
availability of choice.- 38 -
Measures
Duty levels were established at the lower of the dumping margin
.0r.
..,
the. lnjur. level' Provislonal anti-dumping-duties were.
therefore, imposed at a level of 15.9% for synthetic fibres of
polYester .orlglnatlng in India, with Individual rates of between
-1.6" and 15.9". 'for . the ,.Republlc of Korea. "One,-'Company was
exempted from the duty.
outer rlnas of. taD6red .roller bear inasfromJaDan
On 18 July 1992 . provisional anti-dumping duties were Imposed on
Imports Into the Communi ty of outer rings of tapered roller
bearings. commonly called "cups , originating in Japan. The
Investigation. Initiated on 4 January 1991. followed a complaint
by the. Federat Ion of' European Bearing Manufacturers' Associations
(FEBMA) .
Dumblnd
Dumping margins of 61% and 12.6% were established for the two
Japanese exporters.
Norma I-values were. establ'lshed' on the basis of domest ic.. sa les
pr Ices. except where domest I c sa les were cons I dered to 
unrepresentative or made at a loss. In the latter cases. normal
value was constructed. on the basis of the actual costs of
manufacture pius an amount for sell Ing. general and
administrative costs and for profit. Normai values were only
calculated In relation to one category of customers on the
domestic market as. It was:deemed that this.category was similar
to export customers.
As export sales were predominant Iy to related customers In the
Community. export prices were based on the prices of these
related firms to independent customers. adjusted by deducting the
costsof the.-Importer and, an amount for prof It,
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the normal values-39 -
and'exportprlces. -allowance was made for al I. factors affecting
price comparability, Including directly related selling expenses.
Inlury
With regard to Injury. estimated dumped Imports'of cUPS frOl11
Japan rose by'11. 2%- ln~1988 :t014.3%ln' .:.1990:::aga!nst a. background
of failing consumption. whilst the share of community prOducers
dropped by a s I mil ar amount. These I mpor ts were found to have
undercut the 'prlces."of-COmmunlty-prOduced .cups- by between 6.
and 9. 4%. causing a decline In the sales and the return on sales
of the community producers. These trends were particularly
apparent when compared to the overa II resu I ts on other products
produced by the same companies.
Commun I t y Interest
In considering the question of COmmunity Interest, the Commission
took account of the Interests of the Commun I ty bear Ing industry,
the users of bear ings and the fact that the meaSureS proposed
would have limited impact on the final consumer of the end
- product. and concluded that the Interest of the COmmunity clearly
lay In granting protection to Its bearing industry against unfair
Imports.
Measures
The Injury caused to the Community Industry exceeded the level
of dumping found and therefore measures were calculated In
relation to the . Iatter. The commission . consequently. imposed a
provisional anti-dumping .duty on ImportsoLouter-rlngs of
tapered roller bearings originating In Japan ata level of 12. 4%.
with a rate of 6% for one company.
DRAMs from the Reoubllc of Korea
~-provlslonal.' ant+-dumpl.ng'duty was IlIIposed,on-U. September 1992
on Imports of dynamic random access memories (DRAMs) originating
In the Republic of Korea. The Investigation , opened In March
1991 , followed a complaint by the European Electronic Component- 40 -
'Manufacturers ' Assoclat Ion (EECA).
DumD I no
Dumping margins of 18. 1%, 57. 3% anci 122. 4% were established for
the three known Korean exporters.
The Commission elected to establish normal value on a quarterly
basis In view of the fact. that DRAM production Is characterized
by substantial ,cost-reductions over time due ,to .the learnlng
curve effect. Sales of certain types.of DRAMs on the Korean
domest Ic market were considered not to be representat Ive, whilst
more than 90% of sa les of other types were made at a loss.
Norma I va lue was thus constructed on the bas I s of actua I costs of
manufacture. plus an amount for sell Ing. general and
administrative costs and for profit.
Export prices .were established on the basis of actual prices to 
Independent Importers In the Community or. where sales were made
via related parties. on the basis of the actual prices charged by
the related Importers to Independent buyers, adjusted by
. deduct I ng the costs of the Importers and an amount for profl 
In order .to. ensure,afalr, comparlsonbetween the normal values
and export prices . allowances were made for all factors affecting
price comparability, Including transport, insurance. handling,
loading etc.
Injury
With regard to lnjurY, the market share.ofc.Korean'DRAMs had. rlsen.
from 6% In 1986 to 20% In 1990. The Invest Igallon revea led
substantial price undercutting of up to 20.7%. and that.
furthermore. a considerable proportion of sales of Korean DRAMs
on the Commun I ty market were made be low the cost of product Ion.
This caused a level of price depression far greater than could be
expected' from .norma I ..econom I es of sca I e .and .-the--Commun I ty
Industry was. therefore. unable to fully achieve the unit-cost
Improvement associated with high volume product Ion In this
Industry.- 41 -
Communi tv Industrv
With regard to Community Interest. it was considered that the
. maintenance of,a strong and viable Community. DRAM Industry was
Important for strategic reasons. Moreover, that aim required
conditions of fair competition In the Community market,
condltlons which-were. achleved for some'tlme~foHowlng the-
I",posltlon of meaSures .agalnst Japan at the beginning of 1990 but
which were now being eroded by Injurious dumping from S.Korea. It
was. therefore. ln' the;Communlty Interest to. Impose
countermeasures against the ImpOrts. Nevertheless. account was
taken Of the fact that the Informat Ion processing equipment
Industry operated In.a worldwide competitive enviroment. when
assessing the form and natur.e of anti-dumping to be Imposed.
Measures
The Injury found was less than the margins of dumping and.
therefore. the level of measures was calculated In relation to
the former at a rate of 10. 1%.
10  Mapneslum oxide (caustic maaneslte) from the P. R. China
Provlslonal. antl-dumplng ..ciut.les. were. lmposed on..26..$eptember.1992.
on Imports Into the community of caustic magnesite originating In
the 'People s Republic of China. The Investigation was Initiated
on 26 October 1991. following a complaint lodged by Eurom~taux.
represent I ng a II the Commun I ty producers of caust I cmagnes i te,
which are located In Spain and Greece.
DumD I no
The dumping margin established for these. imports. from China was
ECU 34 per tonne.
The norma I va I ues were estab II shed on t he bas I s of canst ructed
va'i ue "'" n~ur-keYr'Wh'I'Cb.was"'Cons i dered . anc"ClpP1"Op'r:iate. "ilna I ogue
country. The constructed va lue WaS based on costs of product Ion.
suitably adjusted for quality differences In comparison with the- 42 -
Ch I nese. product. p I us .an amount for se I ling, genera I and
administrative costs and for profit.
Export pr.lces.wereestabHshed on the basis of. prices 
Independent Importers In the Community.
c'ln order. to ensure'a"falr--comparlson'betweenAhe+normal value. and'
export prices, allowance was made for factors affecting price
comparability, Including differences In physical .characterlstlcs.
transport. Insurance. etc.
InlUrY
With regard to Injury. It was found that the Chinese Imports had
I ncreased the I r market share of the COmmun I ty market from 21" In
. 1988. 32% In 1991 and their prices had undercut those of the
Communl ty - producers by almost. 38".
The Community producers su.ffered price depression, lass of sales.
market share and employment. whilst Incurring financial losses or
substant I a II y reduced returns on sal es.
Commun It Y Interest
The Commission felt that It would not be In the Community
Interest "to abandon a structurally sound Industry at a time when.
faced by unfair competition, It was sustaining serious Injury
which was Jeopardizing Its viability. With the possible exception
of the pulp and paper industry. the Commission also found that
caust I c magnes I te on I y formed a sma II part of -the over a 1.1 cost
for end-users.
Measures
Since the level of injury found exceeded the level of dumping.
measures were Imposed In relat Ion to the latter. In these
"()+r~umstances~.'a4)rov I.sional ant I-dump Ing '-.du-t.y...of ~4."ECU/tonne
was Imposed.- 43 -
5;'2.'111.- Deadburned maaneslte-from the P. R. China
Provisional ant i-dumping dut les were Imposed on 26 September 1992
.on.~~mports Into,..the"'Communlty of deadburned...magnesite..originating
In the People s Republic of China. The proceeding was opened in
October 1991 as a resu I t of a comp I a I nt lodged .by Eurom~taux.
DumD I no
The dumping margln:.provlslonally .establlshed .for.dhese imports
frOm China was ECU 69 per tonne.
Normal value was establ ished on the basis of constructed value in
Turkey. which was considered an appropriate analogue country.
COnstructed value was calculated In relation to costs of
production. plus an amount 'for sell ing; general and
administrative costs and forprofi t.
Export prices were establl.shed on the basis of export prices to
Independent importers in the COmmuni ty.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the normal values
and export prices. allowance was made for factors affecting price
comparablll ty. Includ ing differences In physlca I ,character 1st Ics,.
transport. insurance etc.
Inlurv
Wi th regard to Injury. it was found that Chinese Imports had
. Increased their. market share of the Community market from 31% in.
1988 to 41% In 1991
. -
whlle. thelr prices.had.undercut those of the
Communi ty producers by 64%.
The Community producers suffered price depression. loss of sales.
market share (from 37% in 1988 to 23% In 1991). and employment.
with two companies having completely ceased activity. The
remaining producers suffered financial losses..or substantially
reduced returns on sal es.- 44 -
Community Interest
The Commission felt that It would not be in the Comlllunity
In.te"est .to .abandon. a-structurally sound Industry at. a time when,
faced by unfair competition . It was sustaining serious Injury
Which was Jeopardl:tlng Its viability. Even though the Commission
acknowledged that--deadburned magnesite "formed "'8 "$.I.gnlflcant .part
of the cost of product Ion of refractor I es. It fe I t that the
Community Interest lay In sustaining. over the clong term, a
viable Communlty. magneslte Industry.
Measures
Since the Injury found exceeded the dumping level. .measures were
calculated In relation to the latter. A provisional anti-dumping
duty of 69 ECU/tonne was therefore Imposed on Imports of
deadburned magnesite from China.
12  Seamless steel and Iron tubes from Czechoslovakia. Hunaary
...
Po I and and Croat I 
On 14 November 1992. provisional ant I-dumping duties were Imposed
on Imports Into the Community of seamless steel and Iron tubes
or Iglnat.lng.ln.Czechos lovak: la. ,Hungary, Poland and Croatia. The
Invest Igat Ion had been Inl t lated on 12 December 1991 wi th regard
to Czechoslovakia. Hungary. Poland and Yugoslavia. However , In
view of the political changes which had taken place In the latter
country, and the Investigation having established Croatian origin
for the tubes In quest Ion . the proceeding was terminated on 14
,November 1992w I th regard to the Repub II cs of Serb I a and
- Montenegro. the ,former Yugoslav RepubUc .0f' Macedonla. the
Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Republ ic of Slovenia.
At the date of Initiation and throughout the entire Investigation
per I od. Pol al1d. Hungary and Czechos I ovak I a were st III cons I dered
to have been state-trading countr les.
Norma I va lue
Dumping margins were established at a level of 25.5% for Croatia.- 45 -
21.8"- fOr Hungary. - 11.7" for Poland and 49.6". for Czechoslovakia.
Normal Value Was established on the basis of domestic prices In
Cr.oat la for all .countr les concerned, as this . was considered an
appropriate analogue country for Czechoslovakia. Hungary and
Poland.
Export prices were established on the basis of sales to
I ndependent Importers I n the Commun I ty.
In order- to ensure a fair comparison between the normal Values
and export pr Ices. allowance was made for factors affect Ingpr Ice
comparability. Including transport. Insurance. commissions etc.
Injury
. Wlth. regard..tolnjury.. - It was'found -that the cumulated-market
share of the expOrt Ing countr les concerned rose from 7.8" In 1988
to 13.7" In 1991. wi th the pr Ices of the Importsundercutt Ing
those of the Community producers by between 10.8" and 30.4". The
Community producers ' capacity and capacity utilization. sales.
and market share had a II declined. and they were unable to raise
their prices In order to reflect the rise In production costs.
In.some .cases. they even had.to. lower their prices to levels
which did not cover costs. This had a consequent and substantial
Impact on their profit and loss situation.
commun I t y Interest
.In examining Community interest. the Commission noted the
Importance of this. basic Industry, wi th..both. upward and downward
ramifications In other steel sectors. The -Commission also
considered that the effects of the necessary' pr Ice Increases
would not be significant and felt that Community processors
not expect to benef I t from unfa I r compet I t Ion wh I ch forces
Community producers to sell at a loss.
could- 46 -
Measures
Provisional anti-dumping duties were Imposed at the level of
InJur,y ,.found . Th "s'. gave .rates of 21. 7% for.. Hungary, 10.8% for
Poland and 30.4% for Czechoslovakia. In view of the dramatic
situation In Croatia. In particular the fact that the production
units were situated 'In the combat ;zoneandthat- production and
export act Iv I ties were severely hampered.. the Commission d&clded
not to apply duties. at that time. against Croatia.- 47 -
DEFINITIVE MEASURES 
OVERVI EW
Def Inl t Ive meaSures may be taken where the facts as finally
established dur Ingthe - Invest Igat Ion show-that-'-there".ls dumping or
subs I dl zat Ion. that Injury Is caused thereby . and that the Interests
of the COmmunity call for'. Intervention. Deflnltlve.antl-dumplng or
countervail Ingdut les are.' Imposed. bythe" Councll. act Ing by qual'! fled
majorlty. on a proposal submitted by the COmmission after
consultation of Member States.
During the course of 1992 . 17 definitive duties were Imposed as a
result of anti-dumping Investigations. This figure Is In I ine with
the number of definitive duties Imposed over the four previous years.
The-measures ,Imposed-ref lect a .wide diversl ty of product sectors . and
origins. Details of the definitive duties Imposed In 1992 are given
In Annex C. and the following section of this report gives a summary
of each case where definitive duties were Imposed during 1992.
Therma I paper from Japan
On 26 March 1992 . the Councl I Imosed a definitive anti-dumping
duty on Imports of thermal paper from Japan. On the same date.
the Commission accepted an undertaking from one of the Japanese
exporters Involved In the proceeding. The Invest Igat ion was
Initiated on 24 January 1991 and a provisional duty was Imposed
on 26 September 1991.
One Commun i ty producer . 4 Commun I ty Importers .and8 Japanese
exporters cooperated In the Investigation.
Dump I no
The definitive dumping margins establ Ished ranged from 10. 3% to
24. 8%. No dumping was found for one Japanese exporter. For those
exporters which did not cooperate in the Invest Igat Ion I twas- 48 -
.-declded .that..the lnformat Ion contained in the .complaint was the
most reasonable basis for establishing the dumping margin and.
accordingly, It was .flxed at 53. 3%.
The norma I va I ues were estab II shed on the bas Is of domest Ie
prices In Japan or . where there were Insufficient sales or the
sales were below the' costs of productlon,~'""On..~the..basls of
constructed value, I.e. the actual costs of. manufacture , pius an
amount for sell lng, general and admln.lstratlve;costs and for
prof I t.
In order to ensure a fair comParison between the normal values
and the export prices. allowance was made for factors affect Ing
price comparability, I.e. those expenses which were shown to bear
a direct relationship to the sales under consideration.
Injury
WI th regard to injury, I t was found that these Imports had
Increased their share of the Community market from 31% In 1987 to
68% In 1990. whilst undercutting the prices of the Community
producers by up to 22.8%. The Injury to the complainant was
ref lected In a loss of market share, pr Ice undercutt Ing and pr ice
depression and losses.
Commun I t y interest
With regard to Community Interest. It was considered that the
need to maintain a viable Community Industry Ina high-tech
sector outweighed the limited effect of price Increases on the
total operational " costs"lncurred by companles. and. publ ic .bodies.
which form the major end users for fax paper..
Measures
I t was established that the Injury caused by the dumped Imports,
-In--aH~cases.-'''exceeded .the'.level of dumplng..and~therefore the
measures were calculated in relation to the latter. Definitive
duties ranging from ECU 211. 55 per tonne to ECU 1275. 15 were
imposed.- 49 -
A price undertaking ' WaS accepted from one of the Japanese
exporters at a level which eliminated the dumping found.
Cotton yarns from Braz il and Turkey
On 23 March 1992 , the Council Imposed def inl t lYe ant i-dumping
duties on Imports of- cotton yarn from Brazl-!.and-Turkey. No
duties were applied against Egypt because the levels of dumping
were de minimis. The Investigation Was Initiated-on 22 March 1990
and a .provlslonal-antl-dumplng-duty was ".Imposed-on -27 September
1991. -at whlch.tlmethe- cases against India and Thailand were
closed on grounds of negligible imports.
Given the large number of part les concerned the Commission
restricted Its Investigation to 35 Community producers. and 18
exporters.
Dumo I no
Dumping margins were established In three ways:
the exporters whose Information was verified received
Individual dumping margins;
the exporters wh Ich cooperated but whose Informat Ion was not
verified received the'- average of the Individual margins
estab II shed above;
for those exporters which did not cooperate. the dumping
margin was estabLished on the basis of the best Informat Ion
available.
On this b.asis, margins of between 7% to 16.6% .were found for
Brazil, between 0. 1% to 0. 4% for Egypt and between 4. 9% to 12.
for Turkey.
The" norma1 va1ues--were' establlshed on the.bast-s--Ofdomest Ic
pr Ices In the countr les concerned or . where there were
Insufficient sales or the sales were below the costs of- 50 -
product Ion
. .
on ' the basis of constructed va lue. - I ;e. the actual
costs of manufacture. plus an amount for selling. general and
administrative costs and for profit.
The expor t pr I ces were estab II shed on the bas I s of expor t pr Ices
to Independent Importers In the Communi ty.
In order to enSUre a fair comparison between the. normal values
and the export prices. allOwance was made for factors affecting
price- comparability. " ~e~ ' those expen$es';whlch"were shown to. bear.
direct ' relationship to the sales under consideration.
Inlury
WI th regard to Injury. I t was found that the market share of
these Imports had remained at around 9% between 1986 to 1989 but
they had, undercut the pr Ices of COmmun I typroducers bY. between
3% to 24%. The Injury to the Community Industry was found mainly
to be In the form of price depression, .Iosses. plant closures and
redundancies.
Commun I ty Interest
With regard to Community Interest. It was considered that
measures were necessary to keep the spinning Industry. whIch had
made considerable Investments In technology. viable and
competitive and this outweighed the fact that measures may have
some limited Impact onpr Ices.
Measures
As the Injury found exceeded the dumping margins. the level of
measures was based on the latter. Therefore. deflnl t Ive duties
ranging from 7% to 16.6% were Imposed for Brazil and from 4.9% to
12. 1% I n the cas.e of Turkey.2~3
- 51 -
Polyester' yarns from' Taiwan. Indonesla;" lndla~- the Peocle
Recub I I c of Ch I na and TurkeY
On.30,March 1992.',theCouncll Imposed definl.tive anti-dumping
duties on Imports of certain polyester yarn from China. India.
Indonesia. Taiwan and Turkey. The Investigation was initiated on
30 March 1990 and. a provisional duty was.,Imposed.on 3 October
1991. when the case against S.Korea was closed w.lthout measures
on the grounds of negl Igible Imports.
The Commission carried'out verification Visits to 23 Community
producers, 5 COmmunity Importers and 14 exporters.
Dumc I no
Dumping margins were established in three ways:
the exporters whose Information was ver I f led received
Individual dumping margins;
the exporters wh Ich cooperated but whose Informat Ion was not
verified received the average of the Individual margins
estab II shed above;
for those exporters which did not cooperate, the dumping
margin was estabi Ished on the basis of the best information
available.
On this basis, margins of between 0. 2% to 23. 5% were found for
. .
Chlna. between 2. 0% to 7.8% for India, between 0. 2% to 11.9% for
Indonesia. between 2. 2% and 14. 3% for Talwancand..between 2.6% and
10. 1% for Turkey.
The normal va I ues were estab II shed on the bas I s of domest I c
prices In Japan or. where there were Insufficient sales or the
sales were below the costs of production. on the basis of
constructed value, I.e. the actual costs of manufacture, pius an
amount for selling. general and administrative costs and for
profit.- 52 -
:The. export, pr.lces .were"'established on the basis of export pr Ices
to Independent Importers In the Community or . where sales were
made via related Importers. on the basis of the pr ices charged by
t:hese.;,r.elated~flrms,when-sold to IndependenLbuyers. adjusted by
deduct I ng the costs of the Importer and an amount for prof It.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between ,the ,normal values
and the export prices. allowance was made for. factors affecting
price comparability I.e. those expenses which 'were shown to bear
a direct relatlonshlp. to thesales' under.conslderatlon.
Injury
WI th regard to InjUry. I t was found that the market share of the
dumped Imports Increased from 3.7% In 1986 to 8. 3% during the
. per lad of Invest Igat ion wh I Ie the prices of these Imports
undercut,.those. of, Communi typroducers. by . marg Ins which. .In .some.
Instances. exceeded 50%. This price undercutting depressed market
prices and resulted in losses for practically all Community
producers.
COmmun I t y Interest
With regard to Community Interest. It was considered that
measures were necessary to keep the spl nn I ng i ndust ry. wh I ch had
made conslderab.le Investments In technology. viable and
competitive and this outweighed the fact that measures may have
some limited Impact on the processing industry.
Measures
As the Injury found exceeded the dumplng:marglns, the level of
measures was based on the latter. Therefore. definitive duties
were imposed at rates of 23. 5% for China. between 2% and 7.8% for
India. 11. 9% for Indonesia. between 2. 2% and 14. 3% for Taiwan and
between 2.6% and 10. 1% for Turkey.- 53 -
Seml-f Inlshed Droducts?of a Iloy steel frolil~TurkeY'and Brazil
On 2 July 1992, the Commission Imposed definitive anti-dumping
duHes on ,these~ECSC, products from Braz II-and. Turkey. These
Investigations were Initiated on 14 June 1990 and provisional
anti-dumping duties were Imposed on 9 April 1992.
DumD I no
,A dumping margin of 33.7% was established for the sole Turkish
producer and at r,ates ranging from 1.7% to 15% for the Brazil ian
exporter.
Domest Ie sales pr Ices in Turkey were chosen for the determinat ion
of normal value. calculated on a monthly basis In order to
., 
eliminate the eHects of .the ,70% per annum lnflatlon. rate
prevailing In Turkey durlng the investigation period. In the
case of a II four Brazilian producers. norma I va I ue had to be
constructed because substantial sales had been made at a loss, or
because of a lack of representat Ive sa les on the domest Ic market.
These normal values were constructed on the basis of actual
manufacturing costs plus an amount for selling. general and
administrative costs and for profit.
Expor t pr I ces were based on actua I pr I ces to Independent
Importers In the country.
In order to make a fair comparison between the normal values and
export pr Ices. a Ilowance was made for all factors affect Ing pr ice
comparab III ty. I. condl t Ions. of sa Ie. Importcharges. Ind I rect
taxes, etc.
Injury
With regard to Injury, the Investigation showed that the combined
market" share of- lmpor' from. the two countr les""cHed Increased
from 1. 3% In 1985 to 8.7% d\.!r Ing the Investigation per lad.
Moreover . Import pr Ices were found to have undercut those charged- 54 -
, by' the Community .producers by Up to 26%. -COmmunity producers also
suffered a loss of market share from 84% to 71% during the same
period. Because of this pressure on prices. Community producers
had. dlfflculty In.generatlng satlsfactory".returns, sometimes
I nsuff I c lent even to cover the rises I n wage and raw mater I a I
costs.
With regard to causation. It was established that. the Injury to
the.COmmunlty Industry coincided with the rapid increase of the
dumped Imports. WI th. respect to other factors.which may have
caused Injury. It was found that. within the restructuring
process taking place in the Industry, a certain shift of share
between COmmun i ty producers had taken pi ace but th is was
considered to have had less effect than the dumped imports.
Commun I tv Interest
With regard to Communlty',lnterest, It was found that It was
clearly in the Interest of the Community that the production of
these highly-specialized alloy steels, with their widespread
ramifications In other essential sectors of the manufacturing
Industry. should continue under healthy conditions. It was also
cons I dered necessary to have secur i ty of supp I ies for these bas I c
products to preserve the industry ' s cost structure for the more
specialized grades.
Measures
The Commission Imposed duties at the level of the lower of the
price .undercuttlng margin or the dumping margin in order to
el iminate pr ice undercutt Ing where possible. These provisional
dut les were 16% for Turkey and ranged from 1. 75 to 15% in the
case of Brazil. An undertaking was accepted-from .one Turkish
producer at a level such as to eliminate the Injury caused.
SII Icon metal from Braz I I
On 4 August 1992, the Counci I imposed a definitive anti-dumping
duty of 36. 8% on Imports of silicon metal from Brazil. The
Investigation had been initiated on 27 November 1990 and a- 55 -
proVisional '.ant I-dumping duty was imposed,on10 -Apr i I 1992.
Dumo I na
Dumping margins ranging from 18. 3% to 67% were established for
the Braz III an exporters.
Normal .values were established on the'.basis. of--actual pr Ices In
Brazil or. Where those were made at a loss, on the basis of
constructed value ,whlch-was. calculated by.referenceto actual
manufacturing costs. plus an amount for selling. general and
admlnlstrat ive costs and for prof it.
ExPOr t pr I ces were based on actua I pr I ces to Independent
Importers In the Community. or In cases where sales were made via
related Importers. on the basis of pr Ices charged by the related
flrms'whensoldto lndependent buyers. adjusted to a c. ld.
COmmunity frontier level by deducting the costs of the importers
and an amount for prof It.
Injury
The share of the Community market captured by Brazi I I an Imports
leapt from 3%'ln 1986 to 15% In 1990. whilst the market share of
COmmunity producers fell by a similar amount. Moreover . Brazilian
pr Ices fe II by 33. 2% over the same per lod and caused the pr Ices
charged by the COmmunity producers to steadily decline. affect Ing
production. production capacity. sales, market share, financial
resu I ts and emp loyment .
Commun I  ty  Interest
With  regard to COmmunity Interest , It was felt that continued
damage to the Industry would result In substantial reduction In
the capacity of Community producers. with a consequent Impact on
compet I t Ion and emp loyment. As far as the Importers were
concerned. I t was stressed that the measures Imposed were not
Ilicely to exclude the Brazilian exporters from the Community
market. It was considered that the measures may affect prices to- 56 -
'consumers of'the product, but the malntenance,of a Community
presence In this sector was considered necessary to maintain
effect Ive competl t Ion in the longer term.
Measures
The level of measures equated to the lower of. the Injury level or
the dumping margin. Definitive antl-dump.lng.'dutles were.
therefore. Imposed at a level of 36.8%, with Individual duties of
. between 18. 3% and.34.6%,bc:tlng,calculated-.for...cer:.ta.ln cooperating
comPanies.
Car radios from the ReDubllc of Korea
On 4 August 1992. definitive anti-dumping duties were imposed 
imports of car radios from the Republ ic of Korea. The
i nvest.i gat Ion .was..lnltlated,on.8 May. 1990 and prov.Jsiona:l anti-
dumping duties were imposed on 11 February 1992.
DumD I no
Dumping margins of between 0.6% and 29. 3 were established for the
nineteen Korean exporters which cooperated In the .investigat ion.
For non-cooperators. the dumping margin was based on available
evidence at 34. 4%. a level considered both appropriate and
representat Ive given the extent of non-cooperat ion.
Normal values were constructed on the basis of actual
manufactur ing costs In S. Korea. plus an amount for sell ing,
general and administrative costs and for profit; these were
adjusted to take account of differences In categories of
customers between domest I c and export sa I es.
Export prices were based on actual pr Ices to independent
Importers or , In cases where sales were made via related
Importers. on the basis of 'prlces charged by.'1hese related firms
when sold to independent buyers, adjusted to c. f. Community
frontier level by deducting the costs of the Importer and an
amount for prof It.- 57 -
In order to make a fair comparison between. normal values and
export prices. allowance were made for all factors affecting
price comparability. conditions of sale, transport. warranties.
etc. With regard to credit terms. allowance was restricted to the
length of the credit period agreed at the time of sale as that
was the period that was used In .determlnlng the pr ice charged.
InJurv
With regard to .-Injury. " the . Comm iss lon-found--that.4he. market.share-
of the COmmunity Industry had decreased from 36.7% In 1985 to
22. 2% dUr"lng the reference period. This was despite the fact that
consumption of car radios on the Community market Increased by
roughly 60% during that time. Prices had fallen by 20% or more.
a reduct Ion wh Ich could not be exp lalned solely by norma I
competitive conditions. such as Increased production volumes and
Improved manufacturing techniques. This price. erosion,
accompanied by a serious deterioration of profits. resulted from-
the massive dumped Imports of Korean car radios sold at low
prices In the Community.
WI th regard to other factors alleged to have caused Injury. the
Korean exporters failed to produce any evidence to support their
allegations Of dumping as regards Imports originating In the
other third countries. It was. furthermore. not apparent that the
said Imports coUld have had an Impact on the COmmunity Industry
comparable to that of the Imports from Korea.
COmmun I tv interest
With regard to Community Interest. It was considered that the
Imposition of duties could affect prices .in. the' short term but
that the Impact should be I imlted In view of the large number of
other suppliers on the Community market. Furthermore. It was
clear that unless measures were taken, the situation of the
Community Industry would Inevitably deteriorate. It was,
moreover. In the ' Interests both of the Communi,ty- Industry and
consumers that fair competition be restored to the Community
market.- 58 -
Measures
As the level of Injury caused by the dumping was, in all cases.
..,greater.,than the.dumplng margins found. the. duty was aligned on
the latter. Therefore. a deflnl t Ive duty Of 34. 4% wa.s Imposed
with Individual rates ranging from 3. 4% to 29. 3%.
Potassium chloride from Belarus. Russia and the..Ukralne
On 24 October 1992. :theCouncli - Imposed .adef Inltive anti-dumping.
duty on Imports .of potasslumch lor Ide. The Invest igat Ion was
Initiated on 31 October 1990. and on 28 April 1992. .a provisional
anti-dumping duty was Imposed on the Republ ics of Belarus, Russia
and the Ukraine.
DumD i no
A dumping margin of 35% was .establlshed for the three countr les
concerned.
Norma I va I ues were based on domest Ie pr I ces I n Canada. wh I ch was
considered an appropr iate analogue country.
As the export sales under. consideration were made via related
importers. the export prices were established on the basis of
prices charged by these related firms when sold to the
Independent buyers. adjusted to a c. f. Community frontier level
by deduct Ing the costs of the Importers and an amount for profl 
Exports made via unofficial sources were disregarded because of
lack of cooperat Ion.
In order to make a . falr comparison betweenthe'normal values and
export prices. allowance was made for all factors affecting price
comparability.- 59 -
Injury
Wi th regard to injury. I t was found that the Sov I et Imports had
"Iocr-eased . the+r-.market""share from 5% to -a.,lmos. ;J.
;j%..
f.I'.om 1986 to
1990 against a background of stable consumpt Ion. The CommUnity
Industry was forced to cut .Its prices which were, however. still
undercut by the Soviet product. The Community--Industry also
Incurred heav.y flnancl.al losses. and employment decl ined by 14%
or 2. 400 jobs, between 1986 and 1990. The Community found that
the Increas Ing losses suffered by the COmmuni tyindustry
coincided with the rise In Imports of cheap potash from these
countries.
Commun I t y Interest
With regard to Community Interest, It was considered that
..measures. were-necessary to preserve . a. Commun I ty. presence. .1 n .th Is,""
sector and to avo i d the costs of ex H i n th is Industry. I n any
event . It was felt that the form of the measure. a minimum price,
would permit the countries to remain In the Community market.
Duty level
The level of Injury found exceeded the dumping margin and
therefore. the measures were calculated in relation to the
latter. The definitive duty Imposed took the form of a variable
duty based on a minimum price which. depending on grade and K20
content, var led from ECU 57.95 to ECU 133. 87 per tonne.
Electrolytic caoacltors from Jaoan
On 3 December 1992 . the Council Imposed a. definitive anti-dumping
duty on Imports of electrolytic capacitors from Japan. The
Investigation was Initiated on 11 April 1991 and provisional
anti-dumping duties were Imposed on 4 June 1992.- 60 -
Dumb I na
Dumping margins of between 11. 6% to 35.8% were established for
.the'texporters-whlch'.cooperated In the" lnvest~gatlon. For the
non-cooperators. the margin was established In rei at Ion to
available evidence at a rate of 75%. a level considered both
represent at I ve andappropr I ate given. the-.extent --of non-
cooperation.
Due to the low leve I of sales .made on 'the Japanese market. norma 
values were established on the basis of actual manufacturing
costs. plus an amount for selling, general and admlnlstrat Ive
costs and for profl t.
Exportpr Ices were based on actual pr Ices to Independent
Importers or. In cases where sales were made via related
.lmporters. on the' basls of,prlces'charged by the. related.firms
when sold to Independent buyers. adjUsted to a c. l.t. Community
front ler level by deducting the costs of the Importer and an
amount for prof it.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the normal values
and export pr Ices. allowance was made for all factors affect Ing
.prlce comparability. Certain claims whiCh were not wholly related
to direct selling activities were disallowed.
In I\lrv
With regard to Injury. It was found that Japanese Imports
increased their market share from 27.70% In 1988 to 38.5% In
1990. . whilst the share of COmmuni ty producers. f.el L from 52. 9%. to
39.9% dur Ing the same per lod. The pr Ices of -the'dumped Imports
were substantially lower than those of the Community producers.
showing price undercutting margins of between 33.7% and 62.7%.
In this respect. the Commission noted that the Japanese exporters
had consistent Iysold below their cost of product Ion In the
COmmunity market whl.lst enjoying high profits on their domestic
market. The Injury to the Community Industry was mainly In the
form of loss of prof I tab II I ty and market share.- 61 -
Commun ItY Interest
With regard to COmmunity Interest. it was considered that
measures coUld affect prices In the short term but that such
effects would have little or no Impact on consumers of the
finished products. Moreover. this product was considered
strategic . . terms of Its hlgh-technology'aspects""and a COmmunity.
presence In this sector was deemed Important.
Measures
It was established that the Injury, In all cases, exceeded the
dumping marg.lns and. therefore, the level of dut les was
calculated In relation to the latter. The Commission consequently
Imposed a prOvisional ant i-dumping duty of 75%. with Individual
rates varying between 11.6% and 35.8%.
Fer ro-s II I con from Po I and and EaYDt
On 18 December 1992, the Council Imposed a definitive anti-
dumping duty on Imports of ferro-silicon from Egypt and Poland.
These Investigations were Initiated In May 1991 and provisional
anti-dumping duties were Imposed on Imports Into the Community of
ferro"':si I Icon originating In Poland and Egypt.
DumD I no
The dumping margins established for Egypt and Poland were 61.
and 43. 9% respect Ively.
Due to the .fact that domestic sales In Egypt'were negligible.
normal value was based on constructed value I.e. the costs of
manufacture plus an amount for selling, general and
administrative costs and for profit. For Poland. normal values
were estabflshed on the basis of constructed value in Norway.
which was considered an appropriate analogue country.- 62 -
Export prices were based on the actual prIces charged to
Independent Importers In the Communi ty.
In order, to..ensure- a, fair,comparison between..normaL,values and
export prices. allowance was made for all factors affecting price
comparability.
Injury
With regard to Injury. the comblnedmarlcet .shares. of Imports from
these two countr ies were found to have Increased from 1. 4% In
1989 to 7. 2% In 1991. while the share of Community producers fell
from 36% to 26% dur ing the same per lad. Moreover . the pr Ices of
these imports undercut the al ready depressed pr ices of the
Community producers 12%. Indeed, Commun I  producers
were forced sell their product the Communi ty pr ices
which in most cases did not cover. their production costs,
entailing substantial financial losses.
Community Interest
The Investigation concluded that It Was In the Community
interest to restore fair competition. as the Community could not
'be left' to depend wholly on non-Community suppl iers of ferro-
silicon. In any event. the Impact of increased ferro-sll Icon
prices would have a very limited effect In the steel-malcing
sector.
Measures
For both countrles, the level of injury,.was'less..than the dumping
found and . therefore. measures were ca I cu I ated . 1 n re I at ion to the
former. A definitive anti-dumping duty of 32% was, therefore.
Imposed on Imports of ferro-silicon from Poland and Egypt.
The sole cOoperat Ing Egypt Ian producer offered an undertaking.
wh Ich was accepted by the Commission. and was therefore exempted
from the duty.- 63 -
AcceDtance of Dr Ice undertaklnas
Table 1 also shows that the Commission did not conclude any
Investigations solely. by.. the acceptance of-pr,.iceundertakings in
1992. However. some cases were concluded both by the acceptance
of undertakings and the Imposition of duties. These cases are
Included In Table 1 under duties Imposed .. but' the.invest Igat ions
In quest Ion are Ident if led In Annex C.- 64 -
ANTI-DUMP I NGAND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS - TERMINATIONS WITHOUT
MEASURES
1 OVERV I EW
Investlgat Ions are concluded without measures when no dumping or
Injury I sfound or for other reasons. such as -the .'w I thdrawa I of.the
complaint. In 1992 . 1 Investigation was concluded without measures
due toa finding of no dumping, 4 due to findings of no Injury. and 7
due to the wlthdrawal'of the complaint. The.number.of closures
wi thout measures has rema Ined. In relat Ion to the number of
Investigations concluded, relatively steady over the last five years.
e. a ratio of approximately one third. The references for the
Investigations terminated without meaSures are given in AnnexesD, E
and F. A concise commentary of the Investigations concluded without
the Imposition of measures in 1992 Is given below.
CASES
D I hvdrostreDtomvc I n from JaDan
The anti-dumping proceeding concerning Imports 
dihydrostreptomycin (DHS) originating In Japan was terminated
';wlthout. measures:on4 February 1992. This proceeding had been
Initiated against Japan and the People s Republic of China In
July 1990, subsequent to a complaint lodged by the European
Council of Chemical Manufacturers ' Federations (CEFIC).
At the time of the provisional findings In July 1991. It was
estab II shed that . al though Japanese Imports were made at dumped
prices. the level of:,these. lmports had decreased:by 51% between
1985 and the Invest Igat Ion per lad. In addl t lon. the pr Ices of the
Japanese prodUct were found not to be any lower than the pr Ices
charged by the Commun I ty producer. I t was therefore dec I ded that.
In view of the lack of material Injury caused to the Community
Industry by the Japanese Imports. provisional measures should not
be Imposed on Japan.
Subsequent to the Imposition of provisional duties on Imports of
DHS originating in China, no reasoned arguments were put forward- 65 -
by the Community Industry or the Chinese exporter to dispute the
findings with regard to Japan. The Commission, after consultation
with the Member States. therefore formally terminated the
proceeding.
AUdiO taDes on reels from JaDan. S. Korea and Hona Kona
The anti-dumping proceeding concerning Imports of audio tapes on
reels originating In Japan, the Republic of Korea and Hong Kong
was terminated without measures on 4 February 1992. This
proceeding had been Initiated In January 1989 further to a
complaint lodged by the European Councl I of Chemical
Manufacturer' s Federation.
However. It was considered necessary to treat audio tapes on
reels as a different product from audio tapes in cassettes. As
far as the latter product Is concerned, definitive anti-dumping
duties were Imposed In May 1991 (see 10th Annual Report).
SubseqUently. the complainant Informed the COmmission that it had
decided to withdraw .the complaint with regard to audio tapes on
ree Is owing, In part Icular . to the imposl t Ion of measures on
tapes In cassettes. The COmmission therefore decided to terminate
the ant i-dumping proceeding concerning audio tapes on reels.
Merchant bars and rods of alloy steel from Turkey
The ant I-dump.lng proceeding concerning Imports of merchant bars
and rods of a II oy steel f rom Turkey was term i na ted wit hou t
measures on 12 February 1992. This proceeding was Initiated 
June 1990 subsequent to a complaint lodged by the European
Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries (EUROFER).
The Commission commenced the Investigation by seeking and
verifying the Information necessary for the assessment of dumping
and Injury. .However . In November 1991. the Commission was
Informed by the complainant of their Intent to withdraw the
comp I a I nt because of profound changes In the market p I ace.- 66 -
The Commission therefore. considered further Investigation
unnecessary. and following consultation with the Member States.
formally terminated the proceeding.
Cotton yarn from Eoyot
The ant I-dumping proceeding concerning Imports of cotton yarn
from Egypt Was terminated without measures on 27 March 1992. At
the same time definitive duties were Imposed against Brazil and
TUrkeY. (see sect Ion 6. 2).
The proceeding was._ Jnltlated In March 1990 following a complaint
by the COmmittee of the Cotton and Allied Text Ile lndustr les
(EUROCOTON). citing Indla. and Thailand in addition to the
countries already mentioned. On 27 September 1991. provisional
anti-dumping duties were Imposed in respect of Brazil. Egypt and
.. 
Turkey. The' rate.of 'duty' for' Egypt.was .12.8%. calculated on. the
basis of constructed normal value.
Subsequent to the Imposition of provisional duties. the
Commission modified the normal value after having taken account
of arguments put forward by the Egypt Ian side wi th regard to. the
rate of exchange used. and certain elements In the calculat Ion of
constructed value. This modification resulted In the
establishment of a weighted average dumping margin of 0. 1%. In
view of this de minimis dumping margin. the Commission. after
consul tat Ion wi th Member States. terminated the proceeding
without the Imposition of measures and released the amounts
collected by way of provisional duties.
Haemat I te 010 I ron from TurkeY
The anti-dumping proceeding with regard to Imports Into the
Community of pig Iron originating In Turkey was terminated
without the imposition of measures on 13 August 1992. The notice
of Initiation. published on 21 September 1991 following a
complaint lodged by Eurofontes. also covered Imports of the same
product from the then Soviet Union.- 67 -
During the Investigation. the Commi.sslon received Information
concerning Turkish producers which indicated that the exports
from Turkey were apparent I y of an I nc I denta I and temporary
nature. and concluded that their contribution to any material
Injury suffered by the Community Industry was negligible. The
complainant . upon being Informed by the Commission of its
find I ngs. sUbsequent I y withdrew the comp la I nt. and the proceed I ng
was formally terminated without the imposition of measures.
Wire rod from Araent I na. EaYDt. Tr I n I dad and Tobaao. Turkey.
Bosnla-Herzeaovlna. Croatia. Slovenia. the former Yuaoslav
ReDub I i c of Macedon I a. Montenearo and Serb I a
The ant i-dumping proceeding on Imports of wire rod from the above
mentioned countries Was terminated without the Imposition 
measures on 2 September 1992. The notice of Initiation. pUblished
on 11- December.. 1990. .' subsequent' to a complaint by the European
Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries (EUROFER). covered
Argentina. Egypt. Trinidad and Tobago. Turkey and the then
Yugoslavia as a single ent ity.
The Commission sought and verified all Information deemed
necessary, and carried out verification visits at the premises of
the Community producers and importers. However. due to a change
In the market circumstances which led to the lodging of the
complaint , the complainant formally withdrew the complaint on 10
July 1992. Following consultation with the Member States. the
Commission formally terminated the proceeding without measures
for all countries cited.- 68 -
REV IEWS
OVERV I EW
The Regulations and Decisions Imposing anti-dumping or
countervailing dut les and Decisions acceptlngpr Ice undertakings
may be subject. under the basic legislation. to at least 4 types
of review during their life time:
Article 15 provides for the expiry of anti-dumping measures
after 5 years unless a "sunset" review demonstrates that they
should remain In force;
Article 14 provides for the review of measures on the
Initiative of the COmmission. at the request ofa Member
State or. once they have been In force for 12 months.
. following a request from an Interested party;
Another type of review carried out under Article 14 are
newcomer" reviews. Such reviews may be requested by
exporters who become subject to measures but who did not
export during the original Investigation. and who have
subsequently commenced exporting or have the flnn Intention
to do so;
Article 13. 11 also provides for the review of anti-dumping
duties where evidence 1$ presented that the duty Is being
absorbed by the exporter. thus effectively reducing the
export pr Ice and Increasing the dumping margin.
The above-ment loned reviews are now a major part of the work of
the Commission s Anti-Dumping Unit. In the period from 1981,
they represented approximately one third of all cases initiated
~nd In the last 5 years this ratio was Increased to approximately
40%. a ratio that was maintained In 1992.
Between 1988 and 1992 , a total of 122 review ,investigations were
Inl t lated. 39 of which were under Art Ie Ie 15. 70 under Art icle
9 were "newcomer " reviews and 4 were under Article 13. 11.
approx Imate I y ha I f of those cases, the measureS were a I lowed to1.1
1.2
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expire following the review while for the other half. measures
were continued. mainly in amended form.
In 1992. a total of 27 reviews were initiated. 4 of which were
under Art icle 15. 16 under Article 14 and 7 as "newcomer"
reviews. There were no reviews opened under Article 13. 11 In
1992. Details of the review Investigations opened and of the
results of reviews concluded In 1992. can be found in Annexes 
J, K, L.
Table 3 provides statistical information for the period 1988 to
1992.
ARTICLE 15 REVIEWS
Since Article 15 of the basic legislation came into force in
. 1985. total of-212 -anti-dumping 'lTIeasures'have been allowed 
expire automatically.
In 1992. 16 measures were alloWed to expire automat ically under
Art ic.le 15. while reviews were carr led out leading to no further
X exp I r I es and the cont I nuance of 1 measure In amended form. The
references for these.rev I ews are setout I nAnnexes J to Land 
ARTICLE 14 REVIEWS
Since 1988, a tota I of 56 reviews have been Inl t lated under
Article 14. Following review. 24 measures were repealed and 20
measures were allowed to continue. mainly In amended form.1.3
1.4
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In 1992. 23 reviews were initiated under Article 14. FOllowing
review . 3 measures were allowed to expire and 10 measures allowed
to continue. mainly ih amended form.
NEWCOMER" REVIEWS
Newcomer reviews are now a common feature In the administration
of the ant i-dumping instrument. These reviews are carr led out for
the benefit of new exporters which are subject to residual duties
but which were not Investigated In the original investigation
because they had not yet expor ted to the Commun I ty.
Since the Commission carried out the first review of this type
In 1990. 9 Invest Igat Ions have been inl t lated and 5 of those were
In 1992. Four Investigations were concluded In 1992 and the
references of these initiations and conclusions are given in
annex I and J.
ARTICLE 13. 11 REVIEWS
The possibility for these Article 13. 11 reviews, which deal with
situations where the exporter directly or Indirectly bears the
cost of the duty and thereby increases the dumping margin. was
Incorporated Into the basic legislation In 1988.
Since then four such reviews have been Init lated. all In 1991,
one of wh I ch was conc I uded on 22 June 1992. when an add i t I ona 1
ant.l-dumplng duty was imposed on imports of silicon metal
originating In the People s Republ ic of China. References are
given I n Annex J.- 11 -
TABLE
Reviews of ant l-dumDina and ant i-SUbsidY investlaat ions
dur Ina the Der lod 1 January 1988 to 31 December 1992
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Reviews progress the
beginning the period
Reviews opened dur I ng the
per lad
Reviews progress dur I ng
the per lod
Rev lews concluded by:
imposlt Ion def I nit I ve
duty lieu price
under tak I ng
amendment def'inl t Ive
duty
suspens Ion def inl tive
duty
acceptance price
under talc I ng lieu
deft nit I ve duty
amendment' ofpr Ice
undertaking
repea I exp I ry
definitive duty
repeal exp I ry price
undertaking
change the measures
force
Total rev I ews terminated
dur I ng the per lod
Rev I ews progress the
end the per lod
Provisional dut les Imposed
.I.. durl ng the reviews - 72 -
REFUNDS
Dur Ing 1992 . when four decisions on refunds were rendered . work with
regard to requests for refund has continued to be centralized. The
objective of taking a decision. to th$ extent possible. within a year
was attained In the cases where the applicants provided the necessary
Information within the statutory deadlInes. laid down by article 16
of the Basic Regulation and underlined In the Notice of the
Commission with regard to the refund of anti-dumping dutles(7) . The
period of one year was, however . exceeded In cases where information
was not provided In due time. or where problemS specific to an
Individual case arose. In several cases where refund requests have
been introduced In a regular fashion, most often In the context of a
review proceeding, they were grouped together in a decision taken at
the close of that review proceeding.
In March 1992. the Court of Justice rendered an Important decision In
the area of refunds (see point 10. 2. below).
(7) O. J. no. C 266, 22. 10. 1992 . p. 2- 73 -
10.  THE COURT OF JUST ICE
10. Overv I ew
A list of the anti-dumping and anti-subsidy cases before the Court of
Justice In 1992 is given In Annex P. It gives the cases which were
stili pending at the beginning of 1992, In addition to the five new
cases brought during the Year. Judgements were rendered in 11 cases.
and a summary of these Judgements Is given below.
10. New cases
The f he new cases brought dur i ng the year concerned the use of
avallable(8) . like prOduct and calculation of normal value(9)
referral for a preliminary ruling on a matter of product
deflnltlon(10) . the refund of anti-dumping dutles(11) , and the
length of the Invest Igat ion(12)
facts
10. Judaements rendered
The Court also rendered Judgements In 1992 In the following cases:
10. Com act di ers: ludaement of 13 FebruarY 1992(13)
Case 105/90 : Goldstar Co. Ltd. v. Council
The Judgement concerns the Interpretation of the rules In article
2(3)(b) of the Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2423/88 of 11 July 1988,
(hereafter the basic regulation) for determining "normal value " In
particular with regard to the representatlvlty of domestic sales.
(8) Case 61/92. .OJ No. C 103, 23.04.92. p. 
(9) Case 75/92. OJ No. C 113, 05.05.92. p. 
(10) Case 90/92 . OJ No. C 107, 28.04.
. p. 
(11) Case 346/92. OJ No. C 246. 24.09. , p. 13
(12) Case 423/92, OJ No. C 29. 02.02.93. p. 
(13) Case 105/90. OJ No. C 59. 06.03. , p. 15- 74 -
The main Issue raised by GOldstar was whether the Community
Institutions. In applying the standard practice. ought to have taken
Into account the volume of domestic sales In absolute terms. e. g. to
ver I fy whether domest  csa I es amount I ng to a very small quant I ty were
suff I c lent I y represent at I ve. The other issues concerned the
determination of the profit margin. In the cases where the normal
value had to be constructed.
GOldstar submitted that domestic sales corresponding to small
quantities. were not " In the ordinary course of trade" and did not
perml t a "proper compar Ison I t was argued that the concepts "
ordinary course of trade " and "proper comparison" require a
sufflc.ient vOlume of sales on the domestic market not only in
relative terms i.e. as a percentage of the export sales to the EEC
(the 5% rule). but also In absolute terms. According to Go.ldstar . the
Council should have determined the normal value on the basis of a
constructed value. . The Community "Institutions had ' therefore
committed a manifest error of appraisal, and in addition Goldstar
claimed that the Community Institutions should have taken Into
account that the product ion of the models inquest ion. sold on the
domestic market had ceased before the ;nitiatlon of the investigation
per lod.
Tha Court stated that sales on. the domastic market permit a proper
comparison when they are sufficiently representative. I. e. the
ransactlons on the domestic market reflect "normal behaviour " on the
part of the purchaser and result from "normal patterns of price
formation The Court ruled that the standing practice of the
Community institutions. according to which the sales on the domestic
market should at least correspond to 5% by volume of the export to
the EEC. fulfils these requirements. and offers the traders concerned
a degree of legal certainty. The practice should therefore be upheld
and may be departed from only In exceptional circumstances. A
particularly small volume of sales In absolute terms does. In the
view of the Court , not In itself constltuta a factor permitting a
departure from the 5% criteria.- 75 -
. With regard to the profit margins used to construct normal values  for
certain models. Goldstar claimed that profit margins real ized on
domest ic sales of other Goldstar models were not representat Ive,
that the approach of the COuncl I was not in accordance with the
Agreement on Implementat Ion of Art Icle VI of the GATT. and that the
Council should. Instead, have referred to the profl ts made by other
Korean producers.
The Court referred to Case C-69/89 (Nakaj ima All Precision 
Council). where It had ruled that Article 2(3)(b)(1 i) of the basic
regulation compiles with the GATT rules and that the methods of
calculating the constructed value laid down In that provision should
be considered In the order In which they are set ouL Accordingly.
the profit margin must primarily be calculated by reference to the
profit reall~ed by the producer in question. In order to ensure that
the constructed normal value corresponds as closely as possible to
Ithel' s I tuaHon. iof ,thecproducer.:.concerned. Thesubm i ss ions of , Go I dstar
were thus rejected.
concerning the appl Icatlon of an Individual margin  for  sales to OEM
purchasers by Goldstar , Instead of an Identical average profit margin
for  a II the Korean producers concerned, the Court stated that the a 
of constructing the normal value Is to determine what the sell Ing
pri ce of a product wou I d be I  that product were sol d on the
domestic market. Individual data  from  the producer concerned Is most
suited to reach that objective, In particular In cases where these
data differ considerably from those relating to  other  producers.
Since Goldstar realized a particularly high profit on Its own-brand
sales on the Korean market. whi Ie In the cases referred to by
Goldstar the profit margins realized by the undertakings concerned
were very close to one. another. the Court concluded that the Council
acted correctly In applying an Individual profit rate to Goldstar
with regard to the models sold to OEM producers In the EEC.
The Court also stated that the Council did not fix the profit rate
for  OEM' s In an arbitrary manner and that applying a rate at one
third the level of sales to non - OEM' s was reasonable given the
absence of any other concrete I nformat Ion.
The Court dismissed the appl Icatlon by Goldstar in Its entirety.- 76 -
10. Refunds of antl-dumDlno dL,ltles Dald on ImDortsof ball-bearlnos:
JudoeMent of 10th March 1992(14)
Case 188/88 : NMB (Deutschland) GmbH and o.thers v. Commission
The application before the Court was lodged by three subsidiaries In
the COMmuni ty of a Japanese company. NMB. These three companies
Imported and distributed In the COMmunity. bail-bearings supplied by
a Singapore company. which was also a subsidiary of NMB.
The three applicants had submitted before the COMmission. pursuant to
Article 16 of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2176/84. applications for
partial refund of anti-dumping duties paid on Imports of ball-
bear Ings or Iglnat Ing In Singapore made by them In 1985 and 1986.
By decisions of 22nd Apr II 1988, the Commission part Iy rejected the
app Ilcations. for..refunds. 'Th Is.part la I~reject ionwCis. based on the
fact that the Commission. applying the methodology laid down In Its
legislation and the notice concerning the reimbursement of anti-
dumping duties (OJEC No. C 266 of 22. 10. 1986. p. 2) published for the
purpose of Informlng lnte.rested parties and guiding the Internal
procedure for the application of Article 16 of the basic regulation.
had deducted the anti-dumping duties paid from the resale prices of
each subsidiary to the first Independent buyers.
The app II cants contested the appropr I ateness and the  egallty of the
Inclusion of the anti-dumping duties In the costs deductible from the
resale price. They claimed that this method was Incompatible with
the principle of proportionality since It would Impose. on related
Importers, Ci burden In excess of that which Is necessary to remedy
the dump Ing and afford' the European industry an eXcess I ve protect Ion.
It would also be discriminatory since Independent Importers and
related Importers would be treated differently for the purpose of
refund of ant I-dumping dut les wi thout object Ive just If Icat Ion. These
violations of .general principles of Community law would . In addition
(14) Case 188/92, OJ No. C 81, 01.04. , p. 12- 77 -
constitute a misuse of Its power by the Commission. The applicants
alleged also an Infringement of the principle of the protection of
legitimate expectations. Finally. they contended that the basic
regulation was contrary to Article VI of the GATT and the Anti-
dump I ng Code.
The Court ruled that. In cases where the dumping margin has to be
calculated on the basis of export pr Ices constructed because the
Importer Is related to the exporter . the baslc.regulatlon expressly
specifies that the anti-dumping duties have to be deducted as a cost
Incurred between ImpOrtation and resale. The Court considered that
the~lleged difference In the treatment of independent Importers and
related Importers with respect to the refund of anti-dumping duties
Is Justified by the difference In their respective situations In
relat Ion to the dumping and therefore does not const I tute
dlscr Imlnat Ion. Independent Importers may be expected to pass on the
ant I....dump I'ng :dutles -to 'thetncustomer.s, ' given ..:the I r ..I.gnorance .asto
whether or not the dump I ng had ceased and whether the refund wou I d be
granted. In contrast. related Importers could refrain from passing on
the anti-dumping duties since they would be aware of the commercial
practices underlying the dumping and they would therefore not be 
any doubt and run no risks with respect to the posslb.llity of
obtalnlnQ a refund. The Court concluded that If the anti-dumping
dut les were not deducted In constructing the export pr I.ce. associated
Importers would be In a more favourable position than Independent
Importers and that . consequently. Article 2 (8) (b) of the basic
regulat Ion requires the deduct Ion of ant I-dumping dut les 
construct Ing the export pr Ice for the purpose of refunding dut les.
On the same grounds. the arguments claiming violation of the
principle of proportionality and misuse of power were rejected.
The Court accepted that a violation of the rules of the GATT ant.
dumping code may be Invoked as a way of controlling the legal I ty of a
Community regulat Ion and also that the polley of the community
trading partners may be Invoked as an argument to uphold the claim
that the arrangements laid down by a community regulation have not
been correct Iy Interpreted. However. the Court recognized that there
Is no Inconsistency between the basic regulation and the anti-dumping
code.- 78 ~
Finally the Court considered that there was no inf~ingement of the
principle of legitimate expectations since the Commission had not
clearly defined its position on the matter prior to the publication
of Its Not Ice in 1986.
The Court dismissed the applications in their entirety.
10. PhotocoDlers from JaDan : ludaemenh of 10th March 1992(15)
171/87
172/87
174/87
175/87
: Canon I nc . v. Counc I I
: Mlta Industrial CO. Ltd. v. Council
: R I coh Company v. Counc 
: Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd. and
Matsushita Electric Trading Co. Ltd. v. Counci 
176/87 : Konlshlroku Photo Industry Ltd. v. Council
177/87 : Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd. v. Counci I
178/87' Mlnolta" Camera, Co. Ud. v. .Counci I
- 179/87 : Sharp Corporat Ion v. Counc i I
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 535/87 of 23 February 1987 Imposed 
definitive anti-dumping duty on Imports of plain paper photocopiers
originating In Japan. The rate of duty was fixed at 20%. The Counci 
regulation was adopted on the basis of the former basic regulation
(EEC)' No. 2176/84 ' (hereinafter the basic regulation). Most of the
exporters concerned challenged the Council Regulation before the
Court of Justice. The exporters main allegations concerned:
1 ) miscalculation of the normal value and the export price;
erroneous definition of the community Industry;
Incorrect evaluation of Injury;
(15) Cases 171/87. 172/87 . 174/87. 175/87, 176/87 , 177/87, 178/87 and
179/87. OJ No. C 90, 10.04.92. pp. 3- 6- 79 -
Incorrect appraisal of the I nterest of the Community.
Mlscalculatlon of the normal value and the ext)ort price
Referring to earlier cases. the Court reiterated that the
determination of the normal value and the export price are governed
by separate rules. and therefore selling. general and administrative
expenses need not necessarily be treated In the same way In both
cases. The COurt stated that the costs Incurred by sa les subsldlar les
on the domestic market. which are acting as a domestic sales
department . are equivalent to those Incurred by the export department
of the exporter and not to those of the European subsldlar les of the
exporter. Furthermore the Court stated that according to the
judgements In cases 277/85 and 300/85 (Canon v Council). the prices
charged by domest I c subs I d I ar I as to I ndependent buyers on the
dome$t I c'. marke't" may, be" ragarded' as.~,the'. pr"lce ~actua 1,ly; pa Id'or. 0payab Ie:;
In the ordinary course of trade within the meaning of Article 2(3)(a)
of the basic regulation. the other possibilities enumerated In the
basic regulation for the establishment of normal value being merely
subsidiary. The COurt therefore held that there was no need for the
COuncil to construct the normal value.
COncernln(J the products where the normal value had been constructed.
the Court pointed out that the Community Institutions had constructed
the norma I va I ue because a II PPC mode I s expor ted to the Commun I ty
were sold In Japan at pr Ices that were on average lower than their
production cost and that the aim of constructing the normal value Is
to establish a normal value which comes as close as possible to the
selling price as If the sales had taken place In the country of
origin. The COurt stated that. consequently. the expenses relating to
sales on the dOll1est Ic market should be taken Into account , even if
the product Is not sold on the market, but is sold for export.
Recourse to an average profit real ized on sales in the ordinary
course of trade was thus Justified.
With regard to the COuncil' s compar ison of a weighted average normal
value with Individual export prices. the Court reiterated that it is- 80 -
not reqUired that the  t.....",...  value and the export p.rice be calculated
according to the sam~ method. Furthermore the freedom for the
institutions to chopse the right method Is specifically Intended to
ensure theappllca't  Ion. of the method most approplate to the purpose
of the anti-dumping proceeding.
With regard to allOwances claimed on the grounds that the normal
value and the export price were established at different levels 
trade. the Court stated that the applicants had produced no evidence
to shoW that this was the case.
Erroneous definition of the Community Industry
Some exporters claimed that In view of the .numerous Imports from
Japan by three of the complainants. the Institutions should not have
fmHuded. those' 'compan 1 eS n 'the" number' "of ';:producers:'mak,1 ng' , up. the
COmmunity Industry" . The exporters considered this to be
particularly the case for Imports of small photocopiers from Japan
where European product Ion was low or non-ex Istent.
The Court referred to I ts judgement In case 156/87 (Gestetner) and
reiterated that It Is within the discretion of the institutions to
determine whether they should exclude from the "Communlty Industry
producers which are related to exporters or lmPQrters and who
themselves are Importers of the dumped product. This discretion must
be exerc.lsed on a case-by-case basis by reference to all the relevant
facts. Furthermore the Court pointed out that the volume of Imports
made by Community producers was minimal In relation to the entire
range of PPC's produced by this producer within the EEC.
The plaintiffs also claimed that one producer production should
not be counted as part of the Community production . since part of the
company s operat Ions consisted In reality of assembling or producing
machines In the Col1Jlllunlty from parts or materials originating In- 81 -
Japan. In support of their argument, the exporters pointed out that
existing anti-dumping duties could be extended to cover like products
merely assembled in the Community and that maintaining this
complainant' s production as part of Community 'production would be
treating similar situations dissimilarly.
The argument was rejected by the Court which stressed that the
screwdrlver" provision In Community legislation was Introduced
after the contested regulation had been adopted. and, In any event.
It concerned anti-dumping duties on products assembled or produced In
the Community from parts or materials originating in exporting
countries which are subject to duties, not the definition of
Commun I ty product Ion.
Incorrect assessment of the Inlury suffered by the Community Industry
Several exporters claimed that theCommu.nlty Institutions. In
considering that the different types of PPC' s were a like product,
made a wrong assessment. According to the exporters there are no
similar it les between the PPC' s In adjoining and especially In non-
adjo I n I ng segments.
The Court stated that. at least, .the PPC'
like products. The differences concerning
between PPC' s failing within one or various
sufficient to establish that those PPC' s do
In adjoining segments were
speed and copy vo I ume
segments were not
not have Ident ical
functions or dO not satisfY the same needs. The Court stressed that
the customer s choice was made on the basis o.f factors relating In
particular to the decision to central ize or decentral ize their
photocopying facilities, which confirms that there is competition
between machines In different categories.
The exporters contested the findings of the Inst i tut ions that the
alleged Injury resulted from the Imports In question and not from the
policy followed. by Community undertakings. In particular their
decision not to manufacture small photocopiers owing to the costs and
technological difficulties which development of new models of small
photocopiers would have Involved. and from the infe.rlority of their- 82 -
machines compared with the products of the exporters.
4)  Interest of the Community
Some exporters claimed that the COmmunity Instltut Ions Inaccurately
assessed the  nterest of the Communi ty. They argued that the OEM
Importers employed a substantial number of people and were very
active In the field of small photocopiers whereas three Community
producers were holding only 3% of the Community market for small
photocop I ers. Protect I ng the manufacturers produc I ng such a sma II
quantity of the products concerned did not. In view of the exporters.
take Into consideration the disadvantageous consequences which would
ensue.
The Court rejected the argument . stat Ing that the quest Ion whether
the Interest of the COmmunity calls for an Intervention Is a matter
of dlscret Ion and ..the. Judiclal ' revlew; of~such ;an.appralsal 'must be
limited. According to the Court there were no cl.ear failures made by
the Institutions In their appraisal. On the contrary. the Court
deemed I t doubtful whether an Independent Communi ty PPC Industry
would have survived without an anti-dumping  d'llY  on the Imports of
PPC' s from Japan. The Court stated that the Institutions assessment
that the need to protect the Commun I ty Industry were more Important
than the need to protect the Immediate Interests of consumers was
thus correct.- 83 -
10. Calcium metal : ludaement of 11th June 1992(16)
Case 358/89 : Extramet Industrle S. A. v. Council
The appllcat Ion was lodged by a large importer In the Community of
calcium metal originating in China and the former Soviet Union on
whose Imports a definitive anti-dumping duty. amounting respectively
to 21. 8% and 22%. was Imposed by council Regulat ion (EEC) No.
2808/89.
The applicant submitted several pleas In law based on alleged errors
committed in defining the like product. determining the normal value.
determining the Injury suffered by Community Industry and
appreciating the interest of the Community for Imposing measures.
The Court examined In first place. the plea concerning the Injury
determlnat Ion and' declde'd. 10 annu.l- the .contested -Regulat-lonwi thout
further examination of the other pleas.
Extramet had claimed in part icular that the sole producer of calclwn
metal In the Community had Itself caused the Injury suffered when 
refused to supply Extramet wi th the product.
For the purpose of refut ingExtramet ' s arguments. the Council had
referred to the recitals in the preamble to the contested
regulat Ion . which stated that Extramet had begun Court proceedings In
one Member State against the COmmunity producer. alleging abuse of
dominant position , but that the latter had denied such allegations
and that no final judgement had been reached In the Court proceedings
in the Member State concerned. The Council had added that an
undertaking cannot be deprived of Its right to . inltlate proceedings
under competition law, the outcome of which cannot be prejudiced by
an anti-dumping Investigation. In any event. If it were ruled that
competition rules had been infringed. the anti-dumping proceeding may
then be reviewed.
The Court noted that It did not appear from the recitals to which the
Council referred . that the Community Institutions had in fact
( 16) Case 358/89, OJ No. C 174 , 10.07. 92. p. 20- 84 -
examined the question whether the Community producer concerned had
I tse I f contr Ibuted to the Injury I t suffered through Its refusa I to
sell. or established that the proven injury did not result frOm the
factors alleged by the applicant. The Community Institutions had for
that reason failed to determine correctly the Injury suffered.
10. Cases withdrawn
In addition to the above-mentloned judgements. two cases were removed
from the register. These Involved:
193/89 Venezolana de Nltrogeno C.A. (Nltroven) and Petroqulmlca
de Venezuela (Pequlven) v. Council
337/90 Musso and Parker v. Hauptzo II amt Gronau
10. Cases oendlna
At the end of 1992 . ten cases were st i II pending on the register of
the Court of Just Ice. These cases can be I dent I f led in AlinexP.
10. Court of First Instance
At the request of the Court of Justice. the Court of First Instance
(CFI) was set up by Council decision of 24 October 1988(17) In order
to examine. subject to an appeal to the Court of Justice and limited
to matters of law. certain petitions iodgedby individuals or
corporate bOdies. Two years after the founding of the Court of First
Instance. and taking account of the exper lence acqui red part icular Iy
In the evolution of the case-law. the Council .declded .to examine the
Court of Justice s proposal to extend the CFI ' s competence to examine
petitions lodged against one of the Community Institutions by
Individuals or corporate bodies In the area of commercial defence
measures within the framework of art icle 113 .of the .EEC Treaty for
dump I ng and subs I dy cases.
(17) OJ no. L 319 of 25. 11. 1988- 85 -
In a letter dated 17 October 1991 (18) . the Court of Justice
requested that the Counci I undertake such an examination.
In its opinlon(19) of 18 March 1992 , the Commission considered, and
the European Parliament agreed with this view. that It would be
necessary to find a solution to the additional difficultieS created
by the setting up of a double layer of Jurisdiction. Which would come
on top of a declslon-malelng process already burdened with cumbersome
procedures. As a consequence the Commission. as announced In Its
opinion, proposed to the Council an amendment of the regulation In
force(20) . aimed at harmonizing and streamlining the declslon-maklng
process with regard to Instruments of commercial defence.
(18)
(19)
(20)
Counc I I Doc. 9286/91 of 08. 11. 1991
SEC(92) 495 f I na I
SEC(92) 1097- 86 -
11. REFORM OF THE E.C. LEGISLATION
On 2 July 1992 the Commission presented a proposal to the Council for
a"' CoUnci I. Regulat Ion 'on\the. harmonizat Ion and.st.reaml ining of
decislon-maklng procedures for COmmunity Instruments of commercial
defence andll1Odlflcatlon of the relevant Council Regulations (SEC(92)
1097 final). The proposal concerns .definitive measures of commercial
defence to be taken under the Ant I-dumping/Ant i-subs idy Regulat Ion
(Reg. No. 2423/88). the Regulations enabl ing the adoption of
safeguard measures (common rules on Imports: Reg. No. 288/82 , No.
1765/82. No. 1766/82). and the so-called "New Instrument of
Commercial POliCY" (Reg. 2641/84).
The proposal is aimed at replacing the exist ing mechanism for taking
definitive measures(21) with a Management Committee procedure(22)
except that the special procedure for safeguard measures (Article 3
of the same Council Decision) is maintained or adopted for measures
to be taken prompt I Y. el ther because of the urgency of the matter (eg
safeguard measures under Reg. No. 288/82) or to comply with
International obligations (eg. termination of anti-dumping
proceedings without measures). In summary. the basic features of the
declsion-malcing mechanism proposed by the Commission would be that
(a) the decision on whether or not to apply definitive measures of
commercial defence would be taken by the Commission, after
consultation of a management committee in all cases. and (b) Insofar
as Member States would be entitled to refer such Comml~sion decisions
to the Counci I, a qualified majority In the Council would be needed
to overturn the Commission decision.
These changes concern excl us I ve I y I nterna I Commun I ty procedures. and
would not affect the substantive conditions for the application of
Instruments of commercial defence (conditions which are dictated by
the Community s GATT obi igat Ions). Thus, such changes would not
affect the international rights and obligations of the Community. nor
(21 ) A decision of the Council based on a proposal from the Commission
following consultat.lon of an Advisory Committee.
(22) Article 2. type 11(b) of "Com I to logy Decision , Council
Regulation No. 87/373/EEC. which sets out procedures for the
exercise of Implement Ing powers conferred In the Commission.~ 87 -
would they affect the position of the Community s trading partners or
that of the Ir enterpr Ises.
The' . ratlona Ie for the ' Comml sslon 's proposal '"is ,that ddecl s ion-mak Ing
procedures for Community Instruments of commercial defence are of
great complex I ty and length. In some cases they do not even guarantee
any decision at all . namely In the case of safeguard measures whiCh
can lapse after a period of three months If the Counci I does not take
a decision. This raises real concerns as to both the legal certainty
for all economic operators Involved and the effectiveness of the
Community s commercial defence policy. Furthermore. these concerns
appear a II the more ser lous when Communi ty procedures are compared
with those of our trading partners.
Thus. the COmm I ss Ion proposa I seeks to remedy these di ffl cu I ties for
the declslon-making process by replacing the exlstlngrnechanlsm with
a more effective system which would be. at the samet ime. in
conformity with the principle of the devolution of Implementing
powers to the Commission laid down in Art Icle 145 of the EEC Treaty.
This system would eliminate the risk of the Council not taking a
decision . thereby increasing legal certainty, and would speed up
decisions on cases where there Is no disagreement between the
Commission and the Member states.
This proposal stemmed from the opinion which the Cornmission gave (on
18 March 1992) on the extension of the competences of the Court of
First Instance to Include measures of commercial defence. Indeed,
although the Commission agrees with such extension of competences, 
is nevertheless apparent that a two-tiered mechanism of
Jurisdictional control would add to the overall length and complexity
of COmmunity commercla.1 defence procedures. Thus. the Commission
linked its favourable opinion on this issue to the parallel
Improvement of the declslon-maklng mechanism.
It Is also very Important to consider this Commission proposal In the
context of the completion of the Internal market and of the external
policy Implications of such a large scale trade liberal isatlon.
Consequently. the proposal on harmonization and streaml inlng of
dec I s I on-mak I ngprocedures now forms par t of a wider package
concerning the COmmunity s Import regime. The main feature of this- 88 -
package is trade liberal isatlon: that is. el imination of all of the
1700 quantitative restrictions maintained by Individual Member States
vis-a-vis GATT Contracting Part les. as well as all of the 4716 quotas
concerning State-trading countries. with the sole exception of 8
product groul)S for wh I ch Commun I ty-wl de quotas are env i saged with
regard to China alone.
The Council was supposed to decide on the various Commission
proposals by the end of 1992. but no agreement could be reached
within the Council.- 89 -
12. DEVELOPMENTS IN TH I RD COUNTRI ES
A number of events. In partiCUlar In Central and Eastern Europe and
In the former USSR and Yugoslavia. had some Impact for the
Commun I ty ' s commerc I al defence In 1992.
12. FORMATION OF NEW INDEPENDENT STATES
12. 1 . 1.  EX - USSR
With the dissolution of the former USSR. 15 states became Independent
In 1992. Each of them has to be treated as a separate ent Ity.
Consequent I y. commerc I a I defence proceed Ings pend I ng on 01.01. 1992
are pursued only wi th regard to the state(s) from wh Ich the product
In question originates or in which subsidization allegedly takes
piace. The same applies to proceedings initiated after that date.
Measures applied remain in force with regard to the states which were
part of the former Soviet Union on Its dlssolut ion (Armenia,
Azerbaijan . Belarus. Georgia. Kazakhstan. Kyrgystan. Moldava. Russia.
Taj iklstan . Turkmenistan. Ukraine. Uzbekistan). By contrast these
measures no longer apply to the states which became Independent
before such dissolution (Latvia. Estonia, Lithuania).
2.  EX - YUGOSLAVIA
The situation is the same with regard to the independent states
having succeeded the former Yugosl.avla (Slovenia. Croat la. Bosnia-
Herzegovina and the former Yugoslav Republ ic of Macedonia(23) . New
proceedings can only be Initiated or continued against the individual
state(s) concerned. Measures taken against Imports from "Yugoslavia
remain in force with regard to all successor states.
(23) Concerning the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) which has not been Internationally recognized. Its
status with regard to commercial defence act ion Is of no
practical Importance given the trade embargo Imposed by the
Community as of 31.05. 1992.- 90 -
12. D I SMANTL I NG OF EXPORTS MONOPOL I ES
In the process of the economic reforms In Central and Eastern Europe
and In the former USSR , a number of state organlsations have lost
their export monopolY. Even where definitive steps towards a market
or lented economy have not yet been taken . new pr Ivate operators have
increasingly been able to become act Ive in export trade. often
concurrent Iy wi th the former state monopolists.
A similar evolut Ion can be observed as a consequence of the reform of
the foreign trade system In the People s Republic of China. The
operation of export trade was to a large extent decentral ized. 
add i t Ion. pr I va te companies are perm i t ted to engage i n export
operations under the regulations applicable to foreign investment In
China.
This diversification . as such clearly a positive development. has led
to difficulties regarding certain anti-dumping measures applied prior
to the reforms In question. Where a proceeding had resulted in the
acceptance of an undertaking offered by the state monopoly without
the Imposition of so-called "residual" duties (duties applicable to
all other existing or future exporters in the country concerned). the
apPearance of new exporters makes the measure obsolete or unworkable.
Severa'i cases of this 'kind are.currently under .examlnatlon by the
Commission. with a view to finding an appropriate solution.
The COmmunity Institutions are also considering whether certain
exporters in non-market economy countries can receive an Individual
dumping margin - and consequently an Individual dumping duty. Such
Individual treatment of a company In a non-market economy country.
however . has to remain a strict exception. It can be. granted solely
In cases where the company concerned has provided sufficient and
verifiable evidence of the fulfillment of certain conditions. The
fact that a company has, for example. the status of a joint venture
with foreign capHal participation or a majority shareholdlng by a
foreign Investor , or has an export sales office outside the non-
market economy country. cannot by I tse i f just! fyan Individual
dumping margin determination.- 91 -
12. TRANS I T ION TOWARDS MARKET ECONOM I ES
On 01.03. 1992. Inter im agreements on trade and accompanying
measures(24) between the COmmunity and Hungary. Poland and
Czechoslovakia (as of 01.01. 1993: the Czech Republic and the Slovak
Republ ic) entered Into force. Simul taneously. these countr les were
eliminated from the list of state trading countries annexed to
Council Regulation (EEC) N"  1765/82(25) Normal value" for the
goods originating In the countries concerned has, therefore, to be
established according to the ground rules contained in Article 2
paragraph 3 of Regulat Ion  2423/88.
12. ADV I CE TO TH I RD COUNTR I ES
The Commission s anti-dumplng/antl-subsidy service Is frequently
approached by governments wh I ch are or I ntend to become s I gnator I es
to theGATT-Anti-Dumplng/Antl-SubSidy Code. or. are candidates fo.
GATT memberShip. with a view to providing assistance. In the form 
advice on how to establ ish commercial defence systems In the
countr ies concerned. To the extent that the Ilml tad resources of
the service permit such activity. the Commission attempts to respond
favourably to such requests. It Is, Indeed . important that newly-
created national systems respect the obligations resulting from the
GATT rules. ' partlcularly with regard to the requirements of a fair
process and the guarantee of full rights of defence for all part les
concerned.
To this affect. the service has organized seminars in Brussels for
officials of Colombia. the People s Republic of China. the Republ 
of Korea and South Africa. In addition . and at the invitation of
the Chinese government , two officials conducted a seminar In Bel
Jlng for Chinese officials active in the trade sector.
(24) Concluded with a view to the subsequent coming Into effect . of
the so-ca II ed "European Agreements
0 . J. N' L 195 of 05. 07. 1982 (25)- 92 -
The courses. devised and presented by experienced officials of the
service. cover all stages of the Investigation process. from the
lodging of complaints. definition of product and industry.
examlnat lonqofdumplng' and' lnjury. calculat Ion. of, dumping and Injury
margins and conslderat Ion Of the nat lonal Interest quest Ion.
12. DEFENCE OF EXPORT INTERESTS
The defence of  nterests of EC f I tins I nvo I ved I n ant I-dump I ng and
ant I-subsIdy procedures In th I rd countr I es rests pr IlIIar II y upon the
firms themselves. as all the Inforillat Ion In the case of ant I-dumping.
and most of the Informat Ion In the case of ant I-sUbsidy. can only be
provided by these firms.
Thus. the role of the Commission Is limited to those cases In which
substantl ve or procedura I ru I es prov I ded for under the GATT appear to
have been violated. In such cases. the Commission may engage In
bilateral consultations and. In the event that these are
unsuccessful. may take the matter to the Anti-Dumping or Anti-Subsidy
Code COmmittee and. In certain circumstances. to a panel.
In 1992. the Commission Intervened In such contested cases Involving
exports of agricultural products to Australia. Brazil. Argentina and
part IcUlarly . glven the conslderab Ie , volumeof. trade ,Involved. In the
cases concerning EC steel exports to the US.- 93 -
13. GATT ISSUES
13. UruauaY Round Neaot tat Ions
Lltt.le progress was made In 1992 In the Uruguay RoUnd negotiations on
anti-dumping and anti-subsidy.
Thus, the draft final agreements released by the GATT Dlrector-
General on 20 December 1991. and referred to In the 10th Annual
Report, are stili on the table and await developments In 1993.
13. Consultations and DlsDute Sett lement
In 1992, the community participated In several procedures concerning
commercial defence action taken either by the COmmunity or by third
countr les.
13. DlsDutes concernlna community action
Dur Ing 1992. Japan requested consul tat Ions. under the GATT Ant 
Dumping COde, on the anti-dumping duties Imposed on audio cassettes
from Japan on 14th May 1991. and on the COmmunity s treatment of
anti-dumping duties In calculating dumping margins In refund claims.
the so-called. "duty .as a cost" Issue.
AudiO cassettes
The GATT Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices established . on
30.10. 1992. the panel requested by Japan to examine the latter
allegation that the anti-dumping duties Imposed on Japanese exports
of audio-cassettes to the Community had not been Imposed in
conform I ty wi th the provisions of the Ant I-Dumping Code. The
community has accepted the establishment of this panel without
objection. even though It considers the Japanese allegations to be
unfounded, I n the I nterests of preseev I ng the I ntegr I ty of the GATT
dispute sett lement system.
The sweeping and rather general nature of the Japanese allegations,
however . has resulted In some discussion on the terms of reference
for the panel. Bilateral discussions between the Community and Japan- 94 -
have brought about greater c I ar I ty as to the substance of the
Japanese complaint . and this has enabled the two parties to agree on
the panel' s mandate. Further discussions are currently under way
between the Commun I ty and Japan as to the composi tion of the pane 
As to the substance of the dispute. Japan contests many
methodological choices In the COmmunity regulat ions Imposing ant 
dumping duties In relation to the findings of dumping by the Japanese
exporters and to the injury suffered by the Communi ty industry.
These findings. however. were made after the investigation. carried
out according to Community legislation which is in full conformity
with the substantive and procedural requirements of the GATT Anti-
Dumping Code, had .shown clear and conclusive evidence of both dumping
and injury.
Duty as a cost 
First consultations were held with Japan on this issue in October
1992 , and further consul tat ions are expected.
In the course of this first consultation . Japan reiterated the
arguments made before the European Court of Just ice In the case
188/88 - NMB (Deutschland) and other v. Commission - in which the
Court ruled In favour of the Commission on 10 March 1992 (see 10.
abOve) .
13. DlsDutes concernino actions taken by third countries
Australia - countervailina duty on ImDorts of alace cherries from
France and ItalY
In March 1992. Australia Imposed a countervailing duty on Imports of
glace cherries from France and Italy. At the same time, certain
exporters from these Member States were made subject to anti-dumping
duties. The Community considered that Austral ia had violated Article
6 of the GATT Subs I dies Code in Impos I ng these dut i es, because It
determined that the injury In th Is case had been suffered not by
domestic producers of glace cherries. the I ike product , but by cherry
growers and br I ners. who do not produce a II ke product. Th Is
extended" definition of domestic Industry was made possible by- 95 -
Article 7 of Australia s Customs Law of 1991. which the Community
considers does not conform with Article 6 of the Subsidies Code.
In these .clrcumstances. the Community. following consultations under
Article 3. 2 of the Subsidies Code . referred the matter to the
Subsidies Committee for conciliation In July 1992. Once It became
clear that this would not result In.a mutually acceptable solution,
the ~unlty requested a panel . which was established at a meeting
of the Committee In November 1992.
Brazil - countervailing duty on ImDorts of milk Dowder and
certain tYDeS of milk from the EC
In April 1992, Brazil imposed a provisional countervai I ing duty of
31%-52% on Imports of mille powder and certain types of milk from the
European Community. The Community considered that this duty had been
Imposed In violation of Article 5. 1 Of the GATT Subsidies Code, since
Brazil had carried out no preliminary investigation before Its
Imposition. The ~unlty therefore requested consultations under
Article 3. 2 of the COde. These consultations failed to lead to 
mutually agreed solution . and in view of this. the COmmunity referred
the matter to the SUbsidies Committee for conciliation in July 1992.
In August 1992. Brazil Imposed a def.lnitlve countervailing duty of
20.7% on Imports of the same products from the Communi ty. The
~unity considered that this duty was imposed in violation of
Article 6 of the SubSidies Code concerning Injury. since Brazi I had
not examined the impact of the Imports on I ts domed ic industry or
considered the question of causality. Following consultations, the
~unlty once again referred the matter for conci I iation at a
meeting of the Subsidies committee In October 1992.
In both cases. conciliation failed to lead to a mutually acceptable
solution and the community subsequently requested a panel under
Article 17.3 of the Code on both the provisional and the definitive
duties. This panel is expected to be establ ished early in 1993.~ 96 -
Steel - U.
With regard to the ant I-dump I ng/ant I-subs I dy proceed I ngs opened by
the U. A. against certain steel Imports from a number of Member
States. first contacts took place with the U.S. administration In the
last week of 1992. The quest Ion of a formal GATT dispute sett lement
procedure will be considered early In 1993.- 97 -
14. PERSONNEL AND ADMINSTRATION
As the Par I lament Is aware. the services In charge of trade policy
Instruments and In particular of anti-dumping. haVe. for many years.
been plagued with seriOus staffing problems. While the allocation to
these services of 40 national experts In 1987 hadsomC!lwhat alleviated
these problems. It also led to an excessive reliance on personnel
whose tC!lrm of service Is of short duration (maximum 3 years). This
has a negative effect on the efficiency of these services. Indeed 
given the very technical nature of the work, newcomers have to
undergo a thorough per lod of training. in most cases up to nine
months, before they are fu II y ~perat lona I. Th I s represents a
considerable Investment, which Is only partiallY recouped In the case
of agents whose contracts oblige them to leave the service after a
maX I mum of three years.
This problem was recognlsedby the Commission Personnel Directorate
which made considerable effort In 1992 to obtain replacement of a
number of nat lona I expert posts by permanent staff posts. Thanks In
part Icular to the very strong support of the Par Ilament. the ant 
dumping services were allocated 8 budgetary posts In exchange for the
ei Imlnatlon of an eQuivalent number of natlonai expert posts.
UnfortunatelY. at the same time, due to budgetary constraints. the
anti-dumping services were not allowed to replace all departing
national experts. As a result. the total of number of AandB agents
(permanent + national experts) has fallen from 94 to 89 whi Ie the
work load of the service has continued to Increase.
Thus. In comparison with similar services of the US. Canada and even
Australia. the Community anti-dumping services remain critically
understaffed. In the United States for example the Department of
COmmerce employs 210 Investigators (excluding staff) to carry out
the dumping side of these investigations. In the United States,
the Injury Investigation is carr lad out by the International Trade
Commission which employs a further considerable number Of staff for
that task. Moreover. there Is no " lesser duty rule " or pub Ilc
Interest test applied In the United States, requirements which take
up a considerable portion of Investigation time In the Community.- 98 -
The other reasons why the durat ion of Invest Igatlons has crept 
from 12 to 18 months over the last 5 years. are the increasing
complexity of these cases. together with the strict legal
requirements on the rights of Interested partles.wlth regard to
Investigation and disclosure, and. of course, the COmmunity
cumbersome declslon-maklng process referred to In Chapter II.
The Imposition of mandatory deadlines for the completion of these
Investigations Is. of course. the most effective means of solving the
time problem. However. unless the underlying reasons for the delays
are addressed . the result of time limits may be that the Commission
would no longer be In a position to fulfil its legal obligation In
terms of the number of complaints accepted for Investigation. or the
standard of Invest igat ion would suffer. or both.CbC)-
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ANNEX A
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of
orlaln
OJ reference
Gum ros In
Singapore 10.01.
China C15. 21.01.92.
China C24. 31.01.92,
Japan C72. 21.03.92.
Korea C84. 04.04.92.
Turkey C100. 22.04.92,
Roman ia C100. 22.04.92.
Tun I s I a C100, 22.04.92.
China C105, 25.04.92.
China C120. 12.05.92.
Taiwan C148. 12.06.92,
Singapore C148. 12.06.92.
Ma lays la C148. 12.06.92.
China C173. 09.07.92.
Afr Ica C173. 09.07.92.
Af rica C188. 25.07.92.
China C195. 01.08.92,
Electronic weighing
scales
Unwrought manganese
Pal nt brushes
Ant lmony tr lox Ide
Electronic weighing
scales
Portland cement(1)
Port I and cement (1)
Pot t I and cemen1 (1 )
Fluorspar
Photo albums
Compact disc players
Compact disc players
Compact disc players
Ferro-silicon
Ferro-silicon
Manganese stee I
wearparts
(1) Reg I ona I case I nvo I v i ng Spa I nAO 
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ANNEX A (cont inued)
ANTI-DUMP I NG AND. ANTI -SUBS IDY l NVESTI GA TI ONS I N IT I A TED
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product
Low carbon ferrochrome
low carbon ferrochrome
Low carbon ferrochrome
Ethanolamlnes
I sobutanol
Mlcrodlsks
Mlcrod i sics
Ammonium nltrate(1)
Ammonium nitrate(1)
Ammonium nltrate(1)
AmIlIonium nltrate(1)
Ammonium nltrate(1)
Ammonium nltrate(1)
Ammonium nitrate(1)
Country of
orlaln
OJ reference
Kazakhstan C195. 01.08.92.
Russ i a C195, 01.08.
Ukraine C195. 01.08.
C201. 08.08.92.
Russ I a C239, 18.09.
Hong Kong C239 ,  18.09.
South Korea C239. 18.09.
Belarus C306. 24. 11.
Georgia C306, 24. 11.
L i thuan I a C306, 24. 11.
Russ i a C306, 24. 11.
Turkmen I stan C306. 24. 11.
Ukra Ine C306. 24. 11 .92,
Uzbek i stan C306, 24. 11.92.
(1) Regional case Involving the U.A.()~-
ANNEX A (cont I nued)
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED
DUR ING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of
or lain 
OJ reference
COlour television
recel vers
Malaysia C307. 25. 11 . 92, p. 4
Colour telev Islon
receivers
R. China C307. 25. 11 .92. p. 4
Colour te lev Ision
receivers
S. Korea C307, 25. 11 . , p. 4
COlour te levis Ion
rece Ivers
Singapore C307, 25. 11 . 92, p. 4
Colour te levlslon
recel vers
Thailand C307, 25. 11. . p. 4
ColoUr television
rece Ivers
Turkey C307. 25. 11.92. p. 4
Haemat I te pig Iron Brazil C322. 09. 12. , p. 2
Haemat I te pig Iron Poland C322. 09. 12. . p. 2- .Aolt 
,...
ANNEX B
PROVISIONAL DUTIES IMPOSED DURING ANTI-DUMPING AND
ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product
Car radios
Semi-finished
prOducts of
alloy steel
Semi-finished
products of
alloy steel
SI t Icon metal
Potass I um( 1 )
ch lor Ide
(potash)
Potasslum(1 )
ch lor Ide
(potaSh)
Potass lum( 1)
ch lor I de
(potash)
Electrolyt Ic
capac I tors
Ferro-s III con
Ferro-silicon
Country of
orlaln
S. Korea
Turkey
Brazil
Brazi I
Belarus
Russ I a
Ukraine
Japan
Poland
Egypt
DoculDen t
Commission Reg,
(EEC)No. 313/92
04.02.
Commission Dec.
891/92/ECSC
30.03.
Commission Dec.
891/921ECSC
30.03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 906/92
30.03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1031/92
23.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1031/92
23.04.
COmmission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1031/92
23.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1451/92
02.06.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1808/92
30.06.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No, 1808/92
30.06.
OJ reference
L34 . 11 .02,
p. 8
L95.09.04.
p. 26
L95.09.04.
p. 26
L96, 10.04.
p. 17
L 110.28.04.
p. 5
L110,28.04.
p. 5
L110, 28.04.
p. 5
L 152.04.06.
p. 22
L 183,03.07.
p. 8
L 183,03.07.
p. 8
(1) Investigation originally opened against the U. R. as one country.- .4.0S-
ANNEX B (cont Inued)
PROV I S 10NAL DUT I ES IMPOSED DUR I NG ANT I-DUMP I NG AND
ANT I ~SUBS I DY I NVEST I GAT IONS
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY 31 DECEMBER 1992 
Product
Synthet I c fibres
of po I yester
Synthet I c fibres
of po I yester
outer rings o.
TBR (cups)
DRAMs
Deadburned
magnes I a
Country of
or lain
India
S. Korea
Japan
S. Korea
R. China
Magnesium oxide P. R. China
(caust Ic magnes I te)
Seamless stee I
and I ron tubes
Seamless steel
and I ron tubes
Seamless steel
and I ron tubes
Seamless steel
and I ton tubes ( 1 )
CSFR
Hungary
Poland
Croat la
Document
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1956/92
07.07.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1956/92
07.07.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1994/92
18.07.
~. .
Comln I sslon .Reg.
(EEC)No. 2686/92
16.09.
COmmI ss Ion Reg.
(EEC)No.2799/92
25.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 2800/92
25.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.3296/92
12. 11.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.3296/92
12. 11 .
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.3296/92
12. 11 .
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.3296/92
12. 11 .
OJ reference
L197 . 16. 07 .
p. 25
L 197. 16.07.
p. 25
L 199, 18.07.
p. 8
L272. 17 . 09..
p. 13
L282,26.09.
p. 15
L282..26.09.
p. 23
L328. 14. 11 .
p. 15
l328. 14. 11 .
p. 15
L328. 14 . 11 .
p. 15
l328. 14. 11.
p. 15
(1) This Investigation was opened with regard to Yugoslavia. The same.
regulation terminated the proceeding with regard to Serbia,
Montenegro. Macedonla. Bosnla-Herzegovl~a and Slovenia.- .AO(Q -
ANNEX C
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED BY THE IMPOSITION OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DUR I NG THE PER IOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1.992
Product
Therma I paper ( 1 )
Cotton yarn
Cot ton yarn
Polyester yarns
Po I yester yarns
Po I yester yarns
Po I yester yarns
Po I yeater yarns
Semi-f In ished( 1)
products of
Iloysteel
Semi-finished
products of
alloy steel
Country of
orlaln
Japan
Brazi I
Turkey
Taiwan
I ndonesi a
India
R. China
Turkey
Turkey
Brazil
Document
(EEC)No. 729/92
16.03.
(EEC)No. 738/92
23.03.
(EEC)No. 738/92
23.03.
(EEC)No. 830/92
30.03.
(EEC)No. 830/92
30.03.
(EEC)No. 830/92
30.03.
(EEC)No. 830/92
30.03.
(EEC)No. 830/92
30.03.
1775/92/ECSC
30.06.
1775/921ECSC
30.06.
(1) Includes acceptance of certain undertakings
OJ reference
L61. 26.03.92. p. 1
L82. 27.03. . p. 1
L82. 27.03.92. p. 1
l88. 03.04.92. p. 1
L88. 03.04. 92. pc
. .
L88. 03.04.92. p. 1
L88. 03.04.92. P. 1
L88. 03.04. 92. p. 1
L 182. 02.07.92. p. 23
L182. 02.07.92.- Ao,::/-
ANNEX C (cont inued)
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED BY THE IMPOSITION OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DURI NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product
Sheets and2)
plates of Iron
or stee 
Sheets and2)
plates of Iron
or stee 
Sheets and(2)
plates of Iron
or stee 
Sheets and(2)
plates of Iron
or steel
Silicon metal
Car radios
Potasslum
ch lor Ide
(potash)
Potasslum(3)
chlor Ide
(potash)
Potass lum(3)
ch lor Ide
(potash)
Ferro-s 1"11 con
Ferro-sll icon(4)
Country of
origin
Slovenia
Macedon I a
Montenegro
Serbia
Brazil
S. Korea
Be I arus
Russ I a
Ulera I ne
Poland
Egypt
Document
COm. Dec. No . 2297/
921ECSC
31.07.
COm .Dec. No. 2297/
921 ECSC
31.07.
COm.Dec. No.2297/
92/ECSC
31.07.
COm.Dec. No. 2297/
92/ECSC
31.07.
(EEC)No. 2305/92
04.08.
(EEC)No. 2306/92
04.08.
(EEC)No. 3068/92
23.10.
(EEC)No. 3068/92
23.10.
(EEC)No. 3068/92
23.10.
(EEC)No.  3642192
14.12.
(EEC)No. 3642/92
14.12.
OJ reference
l221. 06.08.92,
L221. 06.08.92.
L221. 06.08.92.
L221. 06.08.92,
L222, 07.08.92,
L222. 07.08.92.
L308. 24. 10.92,
L308, 24. 10.92.
l308. 24. 10.92,
L369. 18.12.92,
L369. 18. 12.92.
2) .
" ::.' ':.
I",,~tlgat 10n;~orfglnaTly"opelied with regard-,;,to'4t'hei"former
Yugoslavia as one country.
Investigation originallY opened with regard to the former U.
as one country. 
Includes acceptance of certain undertakings.Product
Cotton yarn
A.(9B.-
ANNEX D
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED ON A FINDING OF NO DUMPI
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Country of
or lain 
Document
Egypt Com. Dec. 92/179/EEC
OJ reference
L82 . 27.03.92. p.- A..Q~-
ANNEX E
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED ON A FINDING OF NO INJURY
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product
D I hydrostrePto-
mycln
Audio tapes on
reels
Audio tapes on
reels
Audiotapes on
reels
Country of
orlaln
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Hong Kong
Document
Com. Dec. 92/61 /EEC
27.01.92
Com .Dec .92/62/EEC
27.01.
com.Dec.92/62/EEC
27.01.92
com. Dec. 92/62/EEC
27.01.
OJ reference
L28. 04.02.
P. 23
L28, 04.02.
p. 25
L28. 04.02.
p. 25
L26, 04.02.
p. 25/\AO-
ANNEX F
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED FOR OTHER REASONS
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of
orlaln
Document OJ reference
Merchant bars Turkey Com. Dec. 323/92/ECSC L35. 12.02.
and rods 07.02.
alloy steel
Pig Iron Turkey Com. Dec. 423/ECSC L230. 13.08.
07.08..
Wire rod Argent Ina Com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
31.08.
Wire rod Egypt Com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
31.08.
Wire rod Tr Inldad & com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
Tobago 31.08.
Wire rod Turkey Com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
31.08.
Wire rode 1)" Bosn I a Com. Dee. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
Herzegov I na 31.08.
Wire rod(1) Croat la Com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC l256. 02.09.
31.08.
Wire rod(1) Slovenia com .Dee. 921455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
31.08.
Wire rode 1) Mace- Com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
doni a  31.08.
Wire rod(1) Monte- com. Dec. 92/455/ECSC L256. 02.09.
negro 31.08.
Wire rod(1) Serbia Com. Dec . 92/455/ECSC  l256. 02.09.
31.08.
(1) This case was opened against Yugoslavia as one country..AA.I\ 
ANNEX G
INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED BY COUNTRY OF EXPORT
DURI NG -THE.PER 10D -1-o,JANUARY 1988 - 31 DECEMBER . 1992
COuntrY of or lain 1988 .1.9iQ. 1991 1992
Albania
Argent I na
Austria
Be I arus
Braz: II
Bulgaria
China
Czechoslovak I a
Egypt
Finland
Georg I a
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Korea
LIthuania
Macao
Malaysia
Norway
Pol and
Roman I a
Russ I a
Singapore
South Afr I ca
SWeden
Taiwan
Thailand
Tr Inldad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmen I stan
Ukraine
USA
USSR
Uzbekistan
Venezue I a
Yugoslavia
............ ............ ............ ............ ............AA\.-
ANNEX H
INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED BY PRODUCT SECTOR
DURING'THE. PERIOD1.;,gANUARY 1988 TO 31 ,DECEMBER 1992
1&mL 1.iiQ. 1ii1 1992
Chemical and allied
Text lies and allied
Wood and paper
Electronics
Other mechan I ca I
engineer log
Iron and Steel
(EEC ECSC)
Other metals
Other
------ ------ ------ ------ ------~ A.A ~ -
ANNEX I
REVIEWS.OF .ANTI-DUMP,tNG,;ANDu ANTI-SUBSIDY.. INVESTtGATIONS OPENED
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Countrv of
or lain 
Typewr Iter ribbons
(pure silk)
R. China
DRAMs Japan
Nuts of I ron or stee  Taiwan
DI$po$able lighters R. China
Video cassettes
. ,
Hong Kong
Binder and baler twine Brazil
Binder and baler twine Mex Ico 
Ferro-sill con USSR
Ferro-silicon Iceland
Ferro-silicon Norway
Fer ro-s III con Sweden
Ferro-silicon Venezuela
Ferro-silicon Yugoslavia
Ferro-silicon Brazil
OJ reference
C12. 18.01.
C50. 25.02.
C53. 28.02.
C62. 11 .03.
C87. 08;04.
C111. 30.04.
Cf11. 30.04.
C115. 06.05.
C115. 06.05.
C115. 06.05.
C115. 06.05.
C115. .06.05.
p. 2
C115. 06.05.
p. 2
C115. 06.05.
p. 2A/1~-
ANNEX I (continued)
REVI EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY I NVEST I GATt ONS OPENED
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY -31 DECEMBER 1  Q92
Product COuntry of
orlaln
OJ refer~nce
EPROMs Japan C181. 17 . 07 .
p. 7
C182.18.07.
p. 6
Bail-bearings mini (1) Tha I land
Outboard motors Japan C204.12.08.
p. 4
Photocop I ers Japan C207 14.08.
p. 16
C244 . 23 .09.
p. 14
Cotton yarn Brazil
Cot ton yarn Turkey C244 .23.09.
p. 14
Monosodium glutamate Indonesia C286.04. 11.92
Monosodium glutamate Thailand C286.04. 11.
p. 3
Monosodium glutamate Taiwan C286.04. 11.
p. 3
Monosodium glutamate S. Korea C266.04.11.
p. 3
Calcium metal R. China C298. 14.11.
p. 3
Calcium metal .Russ I a C298.14.11.92
p. 3
Po I yester yarns India C339.22.12.
P. 2
(1) Countervailing review Investigation....../\ S- 
ANNEX J
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES
~ONClUDED BY THE AMENDMENT OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DURING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of Document OJ reference
Video cassette Hong Kong Counc I I Reg. L 139. 22.05.
tapes (EEC) No. 1292/92
18.05.
Silicon 'metal (1) R. . Ch I na Counc I I Reg. L 170. 25.06.
(EEC) No. 1607/92
29.06.
Video cassette Hong Kong Counc I I Reg. L 182. 02.07.
tapes (EEC) No. 1769/92
29.06.
Ball bear Ings Japan Counc I I Reg. L286 ,  01. 10.
)o3Omm (EEC) No. 2849/92
28.09.
DRAUs Japan Counc I I Reg. L299. 15. 10.
(EEC) No. 2967/92
12. 10.
Monosod I um Indonesia Counc I I Reg. L299. 15. 10.92.
glutamate Com. Dec. 92/493/EEC
12. 10.
Synthet I c fibres Roman I a Counc I I Reg. L306. 22. 10.
polyester (EEC) No. 3017/92
19. 10..
Synthet I c fibres Taiwan Councl I Reg. L306. 22. 10.92.
polyester (EEC)No. 3017/92
19. 10.
Synthet It fibres Turkey Council Reg.  L306. . 22.10.
of po I yester (EEC)No. 3017/92
19. 10.
(1) Additional duty following review under article 13(11)- --1.-16 
ANNEX J (cont inued)
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES
':' 
CONCLUDED BY ~THE "'"-AMENDMENT OF DEF IN 1.T.f VE$.DUT I ES
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Synthet Ie fibres
Of polyesterC2)
Synthet Ic fibres
of polyester(2)
Synthet Ic fibres
of POlyester(2)
Video cassette
tapes
R. Serbia Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 3017/92
19.10.
R. Monte- Council Reg. negro (EEClNo. 3017/92
19.10.
R. Macedo- Council Reg. nla CEEC)NO. 3017/92
19. 10.
Hong Kong Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No.3498/92
19. 10.
L306. 22. 10.
L306. 22. 10.
L306. 22. 10.
L354 ,  04. 12.
(2) Original Investigation and review opened against the former
Yugoslavia as one country..A.A.  'f~
ANNEX K
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE '-I MPOS I T ION OF DEFI N I T.I VE-DUT I ES
IN LIEU OF PRICE UNDERTAKINGS
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Sheets and Slovenia Com . Dec .No. 2297/ L221. 06.08.
plates of Iron 92/ECSC
steel (1) 19.10.
Sheets and Macedon i a Com. Dec. No. 2297/ L221 ,  06.08.
plates Iron 921 ECSC 
steel(1) 19. 10.
Sheets and Montenegro Com.Dec. No.2297/ L221. 06.08.
plates Iron 92/ECSC
stee I (1) 19. 10.
Sheets and Serbia Com. Dec . No.2297/ L221 ,  06.08.
plates Iron 921ECSC
stee I (1) 19.10.
(1 ) Investigation originally opened with regard to the former
Yugoslavia as one country.A--'l 
ANNEX L
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE AMENDMENT OF PR ICE UNDERT AK I NGS
DURI NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of
orldln
Document OJ reference
Conta I ner
corner f I tt Ings
Austr I a Com.Dec. 92/313/EEC L165. 19.06.
. p.
13.06.A-'\ 
q ~
ANNEX M
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES CONCLUDED BY
THE REPEAL OR EXPIRY OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product
Sheets and
plates of Iron
or steel
Sheets and( 1 )
plates of iron
or stee 
Sheets and
plates of Iron
or stee I (1)
Synthet I c fibres
of po I yestar
Synthet I c fibres
of polyester
Nuts of Iron(2)
and stee I
Country of
orlaln
Mex Ico
Croat i a
Document OJ reference
Com. Dec. 322/92/ECSC L35. 12.02.
07.02.92 p. 9
Com. Dec . No .2297/92
92/ECSC
31.07.
Bosn ia- Com.Dec.No. 2297/92
Herzegov i na 92/ECSC
31.07.
Mex i co
Taiwan
Council Reg.
(EEC) No. 3017 /92
19. 10.
Counci 1 Reg.
(EEC)No. 3017/92
19. 10.
-Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 1948/92
31.07.
L221 . 06.08.
p. 36
L221. 06.08.
p. 36
L306, 22. 10.
L306. 22. 10.
L197. 16..07.
(1) Orlglna.1 Investigation and review opened against the former
Yugoslavia as one country.
(2) Special duty not Imposed In accordance with Reg. (EEC) No.2423/88.Product
Calcium metal
Calcium metal
~~\D-
ANNEX N
ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES ANNULLED
DUR ING THE PER IOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Country of
orlaln
OJ reference
R. Ch I na C174 . 10.07.
p. 20
C174 . 10.07.
p. 20Ai... J\ 
ANNEX 0
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES WHICH EXPIRED
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1992
Product Country of TYDe of
r l in  easu
Deep freezers Duty
Housed bear I ng Japan Duty
un I ts
Electric motors Bulgar la Duty
Electric motors4) Duty
Electr Ic motors4) Hungary Duty
Electr Ic motors4) Duty
E lectr Ic motors4) Roman I a Undertaking
Electr Ic motors Yugoslavia Duty
Copper SulPhate Duty
Copper Sulphate6) Hungary Duty
Copper Sulphate6) Po I and Undertak Ing
Urea Libya Duty
Pentaerythr I to 18) Canada Duty
Pentaerythr I t0181 Sweden Under talc I ng
Ferro-s III co- Brazil Duty
calclum
Mercury 10) Duty
OJ referenCe1 )
L6. 08.01.
L35. 06.02.
L83. 27.03.
L83. 27.03.
L83. 27.03.
L83. 27.03.
L83. 27.03.
L218.07.08.
l235.20.08.
L235.20.08.
L235. 08.
L317 . 07 . 11.
L321. 11. 11.
L321 .11.11.87
L322 12. 11.
L346. 10. 12.
1) The OJ reference Is to the Imposition of the measure. 2) Notice of expiry was published InOJ NoC 7. 11.01. . p. 7
3) Notice of expiry was published In OJ No C 33. 11.02.92. p. 5 4) Notice of expiry was published In OJ No C 80. 31.03.92. p. 7 5) Not Ice of expiry was publ ished In OJ No C203. 11.08.92. p. 6) Notice of expiry was published. In OJ No C218. "'25~08.
, p.
7) Not I ce of exp I ry was pub II shed I n OJ No C294. 10.11.92. p.  8) Notice of expiry was published In OJ No C296. 12.11.92. p. 5 9) Not I ce of exp I ry was pub II shed I n OJ No C297. 13. 11.92. p. 4
10) Notice of expiry WaS published In OJ No C328. 12. 12.92. p. 4Case 171/87
Case 172/87
Case 174/87
Case 175/87
Case 176/87
Case 177/87
Case 178/87
Case 179/87
Case 188/88
Case 193/89
Case 358/89
Case 104/90
Case 105/90
.-\ 
t't-
ANNEX P
ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY CASES BEFORE
THE EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE IN 1992
Canon Inc. v. Council (1)
Mi ta Industr ial Co. ltd. v. COunci 1(1)
R i coh Company v. Counc II ( 1 )
Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd. (1)
and Matsushita Electric Trading Co. Ltd.
Counci I
Konlshiroku Photo Industry Co. Ltd. v. (1)
Counc i I
Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd. v. Council(1)
Mlnolta Camera Co. Ltd. v. Councll(1)
Sharp Corporation V. Councll(1)
NMB (Deutsch I and) GmbH and others v.
Commlss ion(1)
Venezolana de Nltrogeno C.A. (Nltroven) and
Petroqulmlcade'Venezuela v. Council (2)
Extramet Industrie S.A. V. Councll(3)
Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd. v.
Council
Goldstar Co. Ltd. v. Counci 1(4)
(1) Judgement rendered on 10.03. (2) Case removed from register on 4.02. (3) Judgement rendered on 11.06. (4) Judgement rendered on 13.02.Case 337/90
Case 124/91
Case 136/91
Case 216/91
Case 223/91
Case 224/91
Case 61/92
Case 75/92
Case 90/92
Case 346/92
case 423/92
A~?-
ANNEX P (cont inQed)
ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY CASES BEFORE
THE EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE IN 1992
Musso and Parker v. Hauptzollamt Gronau(1)
Phoenix Electric Co. Ltd. v. Council
Findling W:ilzlager Hande.ls-Gmbh. v.
Hauptzollamt Karlsruhe
Rima Eletrometalurgla S. A. (RIMA) v. Council
Aj Inomoto Co. Inc.. v. Council
The Nutrasweet Company v. Counc i I
Sinochem Heilongj lang v. Counci 
Gao Yao (Hong Kong) Hua Fa I ndustrJ a 
company L td. v. Counc 
Dr. Tretter GmbH and Co. v. Hauptzollamt
Stut tgar t Ost.
NMB France Sar I and others v.
Commission
NTN Corporat ion v. Counc i I
(1) Case removed from registerA~~-
ANNEX Q
Product
ANTI-DUMP ING MEASURES IN FORCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1992
Acrylic fibres
Artificial
corundum
Asbestos cement
pipes
Aspar tame
Audio tapes In
casset tes
Sa II bear Ings
(miniature)
Or lain
Mex I cO
P . Chlna
Hungary
Po I and
Srazll
Yugos I avl a
Turkey
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Japan
Singapore
Thailand
Measure Reaulat Ion/Decision Publlcat Ion
duty COuncil Reg.
undertakings (EEC)No.3121/89
16. 10.
OJ L 301
19. 10.89.
undertak Ings COm.Dec. 91/512/EEC OJ L 275
23. 91 02.10.91.
undertakings Com.Dec.91/392/EEC OJ L 209
21.06.91 31. 91.
duties Council Reg.
(EEC)1391/91
27.
Ball bear I ngs Japan dut les
(tapered roller)
Ball bear Ings Japan dut ias
(~3omm)
Bar lum ch lor I de China dut les
dutl es CoUncil Reg.
(EEC)No. 1251/91
13.
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No.2685/90
17 .09.
undertak Ings Com.Dec.90/266/EEC
(countervalllng)13.
dut les Council Reg.
(EEC)No.2934/90
09. 10.
dut les
Council Reg.
(EEC)No .1739/85
Counc II Reg.
(EEC)No.2849/92
28.09.
Counc II Reg.
(EEC)No.541/91
OJ L 1 
29. 91. p. 1
OJ L 119
14. 91.
OJ L 256
20.09.90.
OJ L 152
16. 90.
p .
OJ L 281
12. 10.90, p. 1
OJ L 167
27. 85, p.
OJ L 286
01. 10.
, p.
OJ L 60.
91,Car radios
Compact disc
piayers
S. Korea
Japan
S. Korea
-- A~ 9'
- 2 -
duties
duty
Container corner Austria undertakings
fl tt Ings
Copper sulphate
Cotton yarn
Cycle chains
Cycle tyres and
tubes
Daisy wheel
printers
Bulgar la
Brazil
Turkey
dut les
duties
R. China duty
S. Korea uodertak Ings
Taiwan
Japan
Dlcumyl peroxide Japan
D lese l eng ines
D I hydrostrepto-
mycln
DRAM'
Finland
Sweden
R. Ch I na
Japan
duty
under talc I nJ
council Reg.
(EEC)No.2306/92
04.08.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 112/90
16. 1990
OJ L 222
07.08. 1992 ,
OJ L 
17. 1990.
com.Dec.92/313/EEC OJ L 165
13.06.92 19. 92.
p .
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 176/89
23.
Counc II Reg.
(EEC)No.738/92
23.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 1198/88
25.
OJ L 23
27. 89,
OJ L 82
27. 92.
OJ L 115
88,
Com.Dec.88/305/EEC OJ L 134
27. 88 31. 88,
Council Reg.
(EEClNo. 34/89
OJ L 5
89.
Com.Dec. 89/573/EEC OJ L 317
30. 10.89 31 . 10.89,
p .
undertakings Com.Dec.90/138/EEC OJ L 76
16.03.90 22. 3 .90.
dut les
undertak Ings
undertak Ing
duties
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3836/91
19. 12.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 165/90
23. 1 .
Commlss Ion Dec.
92/494/EEC
12. 10.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.2112/90
23.
OJ L 362
31. 12.
OJ L 20
25. 90,
OJ L 299
15. 10.92,
OJ L 193
25. 90 .P . 1~(9 
....
Electrol.yte
capac I tors
Japan duty
Electronic type- Japan
wr I ters
duty
undertak I ngs
Electronic
we Igh Ing
scal es
Japan duty
under tale I ngs
EPROM' Japan dut les
undertakings
Espadr Illes China duties
Ferroboron Japan dut les
Ferrosl I Icon Brazl i duty
undertakings
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.3482/92
30. 11 .
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 1698/85
19.
OJ L353
03. 12.92.
OJ L 163
22. 85.
COm.Dec.88/300/EEC OJ l 128
16. 88 21. 88,
COm. Dec. 88/387/EEC OJ L 183
11. 88 14. 86,
Com.Dec.88/424/EEC OJ L 203
25. 88 28. 7 .88.
Counc I I Reg.
(EEC)No.1058/86
OJ l 97
12. 86.
OJ L 275
16. 10.85.
COmmission Reg.
(EEC)No.2865/85
14. 10.
COm.Dec.88/398/EEC OJ t 189
15. 88 20. 7 .88.
Counc il Reg.. OJ L 65,
(EEC)No.577/91 12.03.91. p.
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ANNEX S
D~PING IS PROFITABLE FOR EXPORTERS. EVEN WHERE
THEIR DOMESTIC PRICES ARE MADE AT A L()S$
Imagine an exporter which produces 1000 units With fixed costs of 7 000 and a
var lable cost of 3 per unl t. I.e. abreakeven pr Ice of 10. Ina per lod where
demand and prices fall. he can only sell 800 units on his home marleet at a price
of 8.75. a level which would cover fixed costs but leave a loss of 2.400. In this
position. dumping abroad would permit an exporter to 
maintain employment and production by selling 800 domestically at a price
of 8. 7f) ~nd export Ingthe remaining 200 at the variable cost of 3. and all
this without Increasing his overall loss ; 2r.
maintain employment and production by selling 800 domestically ata price
of 8. 75. export the remaining 200 units at 6 and thus reduce his loss to
1 ..800 ; 2r.
create more emp loyment by Increas Ing product Ion to 1600 un I ts. Se II 800
domestlclly at a price of 8.75 and export 800 at 6, thus, through the
Incre~sed production. reducing hls'. breakeven level to 7.4 and making home
sales prOfitable to the extent th~t they offset the losses on export
sales, I.e. eliminate the overall loss.
Thus, even If a local producer were as eff Iclent as the exporter Inlt lally, the
dumper s attack would qUickly propel him Into a situation of failing prices.
declining sales and Increasing costs. However . the batt Ie was not taking place on
a level playing field. The options available to the exporter stemmed. not from
comparative advantage. but from market segregation and the fact that fixed costs
cou I d be covered on home sa I es.